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Kim Bomgaars' Internship at the Travel
Center has turned into a half-time job.
She handles all of the business' book-
keeping and accounts.
Using what they've learned
National Internship Program gives business students new opportunities
Sally Jongsma
By next fall Professor
Mert Gulker plans to be supervis-
ing business administration
students interning across North
America and possibly beyond.
The business department is tak-
ing seriously the college's stated
goal of helping students gain the
academic and practical insight
that will propel them to serve God
and the people with whom they
live and work. The National In-
ternship Program will allow
Dordt to offer such experiences to
more students than could be ac-
commodated in the past. Senior
business administration and ac-
counting majors will have the op-
portunity to participate in intern-
ships in companies or firms near
their homes or in metropolitan
areas where there are concentra-
tions of Dordt alumni.
Internships, or practicums as
they have sometimes been called,
are not new for Dordt business
students. Students have interned
in businesses, banks, CPA firms,
hospitals, hotels, publishing
houses, and manufacturing com-
panies, to name a few. The Travel
Center in Sioux Center has pro-
vided business experience to stu-
dents since 1984. Although the
type of work done has changed
dramatically, the benefit has not,
says Anne Maatman ('76) who has
supervised many students. Kim
Bomgaars has worked with the
Travel Center and Maatman for
the last three semesters. During
that time she has not only learned
from them, but also provided an
invaluable service to the business.
During her first practicum Kim
set up an accounts receivable and
a tracking system on computer.
The second semester, in addition
to working with bookkeeping, she
put the payroll on computer. At
present she is helping out as a
booking agent.
"When you sit in class, you
sometimes wonder if you will
ever really use what you're learn-
ing," says Kim. "1 found I did,
and it made me eager to get as
much as I could out of my
classes." "It's been tremendously
valuable for both of us;' says
Maatman. "We were able to im-
plement new some programs, and
Kim had the opportunity to con-
cretely use what she has learned.
"As she's watched and learned
from us, we also watched her
blossom in the business. It's been
a very good program."
Gulker and the business depart-
ment hope that experience's like
Kim's can be made available to
more students through the new
National Internship Program. At
present Gulker is surveying stu-
dents to determine interest in ap-
plying for these internships. A
second part of his job will be
actually setting up internships
with a variety of companies in dif-
ferent communities.
"We want to have a diverse
range of opportunities," says
Gulker, who urges alumni and
supporters of the college to con-
tact him if they can suggest a con-
tact in their community or if they
are willing to work with student
interns.
"Our students have built ex-
cellent reputations both locally
and in their internships through
the Chicago Metro Program,"
says Dr. John Visser, another
member of the department.
But this is not just an oppor-
tunity for students to get the jump
on job opportunities, Visser em-
phasizes. It is an integral part of
a curriculum that stresses not only
business principles, but also com-
munication skills, social interac-
tion, a liberal arts foundation, and
the development of Christian
perspective.
"Having students work in a
business and then come back to
campus gives us the opportunity
to be mentors in a way that is not
otherwise possible in a college
setting," says Visser. During the
internship, modem, E-mail, and
FAX communication allows the
student not only to report progress
to the professor, but also share
issues that come up in the course
of the work. After they return to
campus, students have a new
sense of urgency about their
studies and relate what they learn
to concrete situations and prob-
lems they have experienced.
In the Senior Seminar required
of all majors, Or. Jasper Lesage
spends time discussing a variety
of issues young Christian business
people will face on the job, among
them how to relate to others, how
to learn to evaluate ideas critically,
and how to react to challenges and
ideas without feeling personally
challenged.
"These discussions often have
more substance after the students
have been on an internship," he
says. "We're terribly excited about
the educational potential of this
program."
Gulker hopes to place the first
National Internship students next
summer. Others will likely spend
the first semester of their senior
year in a business. During this
coming year Gulker will visit
several businesses and com-
munities to meet individually with
prospective supervisors. This past
summer, on a trip to The
Netherlands, he investigated inter-
national business opportunities
there. The urgent need now is for
placement sites in a variety of dif-
ferent companies and com-
munities. If you can be of




Sioux Center, Iowa 51250
712-722-6304 (office)
712-722-4625 (home)
or call the alumni office at
712-722-6024. 0
Mert Gulker supervises business
students who participate in internships.
, 'Our students have
built excellent
reputations both








, 'It was a signifi-
cant point in my life,
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serve Christ in it."
Faculty, Students, Ad-
ministration and Staff:
This summer, members nf tbe
faculty, administration, and staff
of the college met to discuss stu-
dent life at Dordt. We talked
about who you are and what your
needs are. We also talked about
relationsbips between faculty and
staff and students.
Dr. Kroeze, vice president for
student affairs, commented that
students want to know tbe faculty
and staff as persons-want to
know their experiences, thoughts,
beliefs, and convictions.
I took that comment seriously;
so this morning I'm going to
sbare with you some of my ex-
periences and convictions.
This is a scary and dangerous
business, because I may be temp-
ted to make this some kind of
testimonial and, in the process,
elevate my experiences to the
level of normativity. I don't want
to do that.
You sbould know that I am do-
ing this as the president of the
college-as someone called "to
oversee, guide, and direct the en-
tire academic and administrative
life of the college." I take this
calling very, very seriously-
some say too seriously.
It is in the context of what I am
about to tell you that I carry on
the work of my presidency.
I wish briefly to share with you
five experiences.
An Experience of Place
My wife and I were born and
raised in Grand Rapids,
Michigan. After graduating from
Calvin College, we married and
lived for 2 l'2 years on LaGrave
Avenue, in Grand Rapids,
Michigan-just a few blocks from
the #1 Fire Station, tbe
Greyhound Bus Garage, the
Emergency Entrance of St.
Mary's Hospital, and the chimes
of St. Andrews Cathedral. Itwas
not the most attractive spot in the
city, but the rent was cheap and,
after a time, tbe place became
home.
"The important
thing about place is
what is happening
there.' ,
The place where we bave spent
most of our life together, raised
our family, and done most of our
work is right bere in Sioux
County. Wby did we stay here?
Because there was no other
choice? No, we wanted to be in
this place. We used to smile wben
friends would ask "Why do you
want to live there?" We still
smile wben people say or imply
that to be in this place is to be out
of touch. There are people in
Sioux Center who are out of
touch, but there are also such
people in California, Colorado,
Illinois, Michigan, and New
Jersey, as well as in Alberta and
Ontario.
The important thing about
place is what is happening there.
We like and are committed to
what is happening here. This
place is not perfect-far from it.
Nevertheless, this place has pro-
vided us with an opportunity,
especially at Dordt College, to
participate in the proclamation
and promotion of a biblical king-
dom vision, a reformational
world-view, and a God-centered
culture.
That's why we enjoy this place,




At great financial sacrifice, my
parents saw to it that my brother,
sisters, and I received Christian
education through college. They
couldn't afford a large house, a
new car, modern furniture, or the
latest styles in clothing, but they
could afford to pay Christian
school tuition. It sounds like I led
a very sheltered life, doesn't it-
Christian grade school, Christian
high school, Christian college,
seminary!
The advisor for my master's
program thought so too. So, on
his advice I entered a graduate
program at a secular university,
a secular school of theology. The
people there did not oppose my
faith; they just ridiculed it.
One evening, as I was working
in my library carrel, a student
from the psychology department
interviewed me about my atti-
tudes toward life after death.
After I finished she asked scorn-
fully, "You believe all of this,
and still you continue to do
graduate work at our univer-
sity?"
Her challenge stimulated me to
work hard at my studies. But her
attitude, especially this ridicule of
the Christian faith, scared me. I
vowed then and there to use every
opportunity to urge young people
to seek Christian education
wherever possible, and to accept
secular education only when there
were 00 other options.
An Experience of
Confession
I made public profession of my
faith during my senior year in
high school. It was a good expe-
rience. My father had explained
to me that making profession of
faith did not mean becoming a
Christian. I already was a Chris-
tian. It did not mean joining the
church. I already belonged to the
church. Instead, it involved ac-
cepting covenantal blessings in
faith and assuming covenantal
obligations in obedience.
But confession of faith was also
a bad experience. I made profes-
sion of faith with my best friend.
He intended to go to college to
study engineering. I had decided
to enter the pre-seminary pro-
gram. When people spoke to us
and our parents about our profes-
sion of faith, everybody com-
mented about my serving Christ
in the ministry, but no one talked
about my friend's desire to serve




'John, this is what
you must be or do.'
But God does call by





Itwas a significant point in my
life, because it showed me that
while many would limit Christian
service to church ministry, our
profession that we are not our
own but belong to our faithful
Savior Jesus Christ implies that,
whatever our vocation, we must
serve Christ in it.
An Experience of Calling
My decision to enter the pre-
seminary program began when
our pastor and an elder came one
evening for family visiting.
The pastor usually sat in my
father's chair, with the elder
nearby. My parents would sit in
other available chairs, and the
children were lined up on the
couch. After the pastor or elder
read the Bible, he would ask
questions-first to my father, then
my mother, and finally the
children.
This time it was different. The
pastor read I Chronicles 22,
where David was told that not he
but his son would build the tem-
ple of God. The pastor turned not
to my father but to me and said,
"John .... " I was terrified!
He explained that my father
had planned to enter the ministry,
but was not able, because of ill
health, to do so. Was God per-
haps calling me to the ministry?
At the moment, because offright,
I think I said I didn't know.
Later I informed my parents
that, while I didn't know what I
wanted to be, I was sure of two
things: I would never become a
preacher, because they were "holy
Joe's" and I would never become
a teacher, because teachers were
dull and I was looking for
excitement.
As you now know, I eventually
became both a preacher and a
teacher. It is not easy to discover
God's will for your life. I
struggled with that, and I'm sure
many of you are struggling with
that question right now. God
doesn't send notes or thunderbolts
from heaven saying, "John, this
is what you must be or do. " But
God does call by the talents he
gives, the interests he creates, and
the opportunities he places before
us. We must answer his call by
developing those talents, follow-
ing those interests, and seizing
these opportunities. That is what




Early in my professional life I
read a book that changed my life.
The English title of the book is
Faith and Victory in Dachau, by
Jan Overduin.
Overduin was pastor of the
Reformed Church in Arnhem,
The Netherlands, during World
War II. When the Germans
entered the city of Arnhem, they
tried to take control of the Chris-
tian school. They placed one or
two Germans on the staff who
would teach from the viewpoint
of German nationalism-
changing the perspective of that
Christian school.
Overduin opposed that attempt,
insisting on the importance of
maintaining a biblical perspec-
tive. One Sunday morning he ad-
dressed this matter in his sermon
and aroused the ire of the Ger-
mans who were in the audience.
During the noon hour the Ger-
mans came to Overduin's house.
They wanted two things-the
preacher and his sermon. They
burned the sermon and eventually
assigned Overduin to Dachau
where he would have died had the
war not ended.
Overduin was willing to risk
his life to maintain the reforma-
tional Christian perspective of
that Christian school.
Years later I stood briefly in
Overduin's pulpit, wondering
what it would be like to preach a
sermon someone wanted to burn.
Overduin's commitment has
been a constant source of en-
couragement to me. As I've
worked on the statement of pur-
pose, interviewed professors,
helped formulate policies, dealt
with difficult issues on or off
campus, or planned for the future
of this college, the picture of
Overduin and his sermon has
served as a reminder of the im-
portance of remaining true to the
biblical principles upon which
this college was founded.
So, if you ever wondered why
I'm in this place, why I'm com-
mitted to the cause of Christian
education on all levels, why I
place so much emphasis upon the
Bible, prayer, preaching, and
leading a worship-filled life; why
I emphasize the importance of
God's call; why I'm so concerned
that we be true to biblical, Re-
formed principles; why I so pas-
sionately want you to catch some-
thing of the vision I have shared
with you, now you know. It's be-
cause God by his Word and Spirit
has led me through these experi-
ences of place. education, confes-





Board approves construction of new apartments
Residence should be ready for
students by fall of 1994
Sally Jongsma
The need for more stu-
dent housing was made painfully
clear this spring when students
signed up for this year's accom-
modations. After all rooms were
assigned, nearly fifty students still
needed housing.
This year nearly sixty students
are living in apartments off-
campus. In the meantime, plans
are being finalized for a new stu-
dent apartment building that
could house up to 168 students,
creating space for those off cam-
pus and allowing the college to
decrease current congestion in the
other residence halls.
. 'This decision reflects a
commitment to housing students
on campus so that they are part
of the campus community, " says
Dr. Nick Kroeze, vice president
for student affairs. Construction
will begin next spring and the
rooms will be ready for the
1994-95 school year.
In designing the structure, col-
lege personnel considered
students' need for privacy.
"Students who want a place to
study or talk quietly or in private
often have a hard time finding
such a place, " says Kroeze. The
new structure will incorporate
such spaces and also free up a
room on each floor of the current
Sally Jongsma
If you hear the word
"hyper" on Dordt's campus these
days, it probably isn't referring to
energetic, rambunctious students.
HPER, the title of the newly-
renamed physical education
department, stands for health,
physical education, and
recreation.
The new name and the new re-
quired courses that come with it
will offer students better career
choices whether they plan to go
to graduate school or find a posi-
tion in health, recreation, or
fitness.
"A degree in health, physical
education, and recreation is often
viewed more favorably than one
in physical education," says
department chair Dr. Syne
Altena.
"The name change really bet-
ter reflects what we have been do-
ing for a number of years," he
adds. The department has always
stressed a holistic approach to
physical education, emphasizing
health and recreation for a
residences for lounges and study
areas.
The proposed floor plan for
each apartment separates the liv-
ing area from the bedroom/bath-
room area, keeping study and
sleeping areas quiet. Lounges,
meeting rooms, computer rooms,
and recreational areas will also
provide space for individuals
and small groups to work and
meet.
"It is important to provide that
kind of space," says Kroeze.
Students come to college today
with different expectations and
experiences. Used to their own
rooms, some students find it dif-
ficult to live in close quarters,
with no place to go when they
want privacy and space.
The new apartments will have
elevator service to make them ac-
cessible to everyone. The
building will be air conditioned,
with a kitchenette and slightly
larger rooms than those in current
apartments. The cost of the new
structure will be amortized over
fifteen years, paid for through
student room fees. It will not
significantly affect the college's
operating budget.
"We're trying to respond to the
expressed needs of the students
and at the same time build an at-
tractive, economical building,"
says Kroeze. 0
lifetime, not just learning sports
skills for the present.
The HPER major will include
six core courses in areas such as
anatomy, exercise physiology, first
aid, and assessment as well as an
introduction to health, physical
education, and recreation.
Students can then tailor the re-
maining courses of their major to
specific career goals.
At present, students can choose
between exercise science, elemen-
tary or secondary education,
recreation, or a general physical
education emphasis. They can
also earn an endorsement in
health.
"We are also close to offering
an endorsement in athletic train-
ing," says Altena.
The burgeoning number of
health-related job opportunities
and the shortage of teaching posi-
tions gave an added push for
members of the department to
reassess their focus and offer
more options to students.
Because of economic con-
straints, once plentiful city recrea-
tion director positions are
North Hall receives face lift This view from the soccer field south ofthe proposed bOOding shows the ar-
chitect's rendition of the new complex.
loft is now as easy as lifting the
bed atop desks and bookcases or
dressers. Newly carpeted and
painted hallways and renovated
rooms have created a brighter,
more spacious atmosphere.
Next summer the same work
will be done on the second and
third floors. Lounges will also be
added on each floor. Eventually
all residence halls will be refur-
bished. 0
Physical education department gets a new name
Upgrading of existing stu-
dent residences began already this
summer. "You should see North
Hall," was the comment made by
students on campus this summer.
New modular, "user friendly"
oak furniture was purchased for
the first floor of North Hall. Each
room has two beds, desks, book
shelves, and dressers that can be
stacked in a variety of space-
saving arrangements. Building a
decreasing, says Altena. Teach-
ing positions in physical educa-
tion are also difficult to find
at present. During the past few
years some physical education
graduates have had to double
major or have a strong minor to
get a job.
At the same time, the number
of positions in private, corporate,
and community health clubs is
growing rapidly. And interest in
and demand for physical
therapists and trainers is at an all-
time high.
The physical education depart-
ment also needed to make some
changes to meet State ofIowa cer-
tification regulations. Physical
education teachers who teach
health must now be certified in
health.
"Unlike many colleges, Dordt
has always required a health com-
ponent for teacher education
students," says Altena. The new
structure builds it into the pro-
gram and is a clear statement to
the state and employers about
what the program includes.
"I think it is a very good
Group activities and skills are an important part of Dordt's physical education
program. Instructor Vonda De Stigter leads one of several activity classes that
students take during their four years at Dordt.
change," says Altena. "It better
describes the philosophy out of
which we operate, and it better
reflects what is demanded of peo-
ple in the field. We need to pro-
vide students with the tools they
need if they are to serve in this























strength to fill a void





Lavonne Bolkema and Sally Jongsma
Being in Moscow this
summer was almost like being in
a frontier town, say Dordt Col-
lege professors Dr. John Visser,
Dr. Rockne McCarthy and Ron
Vos. "There are few rules. En-
trepreneurs who are aggressive
and get into the action first take
control and keep others out."
Free enterprise has come to mean
rows of rented booths on the
streets, each struggling to get a
bigger share of the market.
Although more goods are
available now than when Visser
was in Moscow last August dur-
ing the coup, conditions are far
worse for the average Russian.
"Last year people had money,
but goodswere in extremely short
supply," he says. "Now with
Russian prices approaching those
of world prices, there are more
goods, but they are unaffordable
to the typical Russian citizen."
Visser, who last year thought
the winter would test the new
state's ability to survive, feels that
the real test could come this
winter. Most people have used up
all of their reserves and are
becoming desperate and
impatient.
But the most striking thing they
noticedaboutRussian societywas
the absenceof public life. To sur-
vive during the communist
regime, people became very
private. "Social life was limited
to small gatherings in living
rooms or around the kitchen
table," says McCarthy, who
describes the twenty-story apart-
ment buildings, often neat and
Independent entrepreneurs set up shop along the streets of Moscow.
well-kept inside the individual
units, but surrounded by filthy
hallways and yards of dirt, rub-
ble, and weeds.
There are very few restaurants
and no sidewalk cafes so
characteristic of European cities.
A communist and utilitarian
society did not nurture a public
life. Russianpeople did what they
were told and retreated into the
privacy of their own worlds,
often not questioning or even
thinking about anything beyond
that.
As a result, few are able to
makedecisions. "They havebeen
told what to believe all of their
lives," says McCarthy.
This characteristic is crippling
the country's ability to move for-
ward, the professors feel. People
of the former Soviet Union must
build a whole new infrastructure
of civil society, but they have few
models. They are afraid to make
choices for fear they will be
worse off than they were before.
"Moscow is a depressing
city," the professors agree. In ad-
dition to the cold, functional ar-
chitecture, the city is dirty and
polluted. People's spirits are
deflated, and there is fear in their
eyes.
"I saw almost no pregnant
women while I was there," says
McCarthy. "People ask, 'Why
bring children into this world?'''
Vos also saw another side of
Russia. TravelingwithDavenport
businessmanPhil Prichard, at the
invitation of the Patriarch of the
Russian Orthodox Church, Vos
helped access the agricultural
needs of Russia for the Russian
Orthodox Church.
"Christianity is alive in
Russia," says Vos, "and it seems
that Christiansare taking the most
initiative in agriculture. The Or-
thodox Church through its depart-
ment of religious education and
catechism also has plans for
Christian schools, media, and
other services."
Russia is at a critical point in
its history, the professors agree.
Reformed Christian should take
advantage of every opporunity to
build contacts with the Russian
people during this time of
rebuilding and reshaping.
All three Dordt faculty
members noted that Russians are
frustrated, even in despair, and
are seeking not only practical
guidance, but also spiritual
strength to fill a void left by the
revolution from life-dictatorship
of communism and the
"religion" of atheism. D
Ex-KGB officer, General Stolyarov, speaks and tours ASC
Gen. Stolyarov spoke highly of Mikhail
Gorbachev. Stolyarov flew Gorbachev
back to Moscow foUowing last summer's
coup attempt.,..:---~-
Looking at the sincere,
handsomefaceof GeneralNikolai
Stolyarov, vice-chairman of the
KGBunder Gorbachev, standing
before a group of students and
faculty in Sioux Center, Iowa,
made the horror stories of the
KGB seem slightly unreal.
They are real. But today
Stolyarov, a prominent figure in
the Confederation of Independent
States, is committed to the
changes that are happening and
that must continue to happen.
Stolyarov spoke on Dordt's
campus on October 5. The
general traveled to Dordt College
with members of the group,
Christian Bridge. Last year,
working through the Russian
Christian activist, Mikhail
Margulis, members of the
Supreme Soviet sent letters to
several American Christian
leaders asking for help in
rebuilding the "moral values of
Christianity" in Russian society.
The group of Christian
4
publishers, broadcasters, edu-
cators, scholars, and others met
with Russian leaders, among
them General Nikolai Stolyarov
in the headquarters of the KGB.
At that time Stolyarov said,
"How to bring peace and quiet to
the hearts of people is a great
problem for us. We are united
with you in working together
against the powers of evil. "
"We realize too that we've
often been negligent in accepting
those of the Christian faith.
August 1991showswhatcan hap-
pen. But political questions can-
not be decided until there is
sincere repentance, a return to
faith by the people. That is the
cross I must bear. In the study of
scientific atheism, there was the
idea that religion divides people.
Now we see the opposite: love for
God can only unite. Somehowwe
must learn to put together the
missionary role and also learn
from Marx that man can't ap-
preciate life if he is hungry."
(From "Praying with the KGB"
. ----- --~----
by Philip Yancy in Christianity
Today, January 13, 1992.)
In a return visit, Stolyarov
visited several communities in the
United States at the invitation of
Bridge members Dr. Joel
Nederhood, Morgulis, and Rev.
Alex Leonovich, all connected to
the Back-to-God Hour broadcast
ministry in Russia.
Speaking through Leonovich,
Stolyarov said of Christian
Bridge, , 'This is the best form of
armament anyone could have
thought up. A bridge unites peo-
pIe." The situation in the former
Soviet Union has arisen for a
variety of reasons, Stolyarov
said, but the underlying problem
is a spiritual one. "Life is a con-
stant battle between good and
evil. Success depends on which
choices you make."




of armypersonnel to participate in
a more democratic society. Many
of these people will be retrained
in agriculture to meet the coun-
try's growing food shortage.
Stolyarov toured the Agricul-
ture Stewardship Center during
his visit here, commenting on the
students' knowledge and commit-
ment. He is hopeful that such
enterprises will also be possible
in Russia. He challenged the
Dordt community to work
together with the Russians so that
they can learn to establish a new
way of life. And he hopes that
some of his people can come here
to learn how to be better farmers
and managers. "We need help,
not handouts," he said.
At present Russians and people
of the former Soviet Union are
greatly troubled by social and
economic problems. "Maybe we
had to go through this to see the
awfulness of forcing opinions on
people," Stolyarov said. "Look-
ing upon the many beautiful,
serious faces here, I hope such a
future also lies ahead for Russia.




All across Russia, churches are being restored from warehouses to places of
worship.
On the farms, peasants now in charge
"Farmers-people who
work the land-haven 't been con-
nected to the land since the com-
munist structures went into ef-
feet," says Vos. The system has
been nearly feudal: A village of
people lived near a vast farm, do-
ing the daily work, but making no
management decisions. As a
result most workers have had no
incentive to work efficiently or to
increase production.
Now that people may legally
buy shares in farmland and
benefit from the income, manage-
ment decisions must be made
locally-an upsetting change to
people who are not used to mak-
ing decisions and do not know
much about soil nutrients, hybrid
seeds, optimal harvest time, and
other farming "basics."
"Even those who dare to
become owners are hesitant to try
new methods," says Vas. "They
think more money will solve their
problems, but they really need a
new infrastructure. They must
learn how to think for
themselves. "
Vos and Prichard spent long
hours with fifteen of the new
owners of the 15,000-acre
Ron Vos
Nickolaevka farm, a former
government-owned collective
farm. Vos stressed that setting
production goals, observing pro-
per timetables, using efficient
methods, and working hard are
the keys to success. With the help
of an interpreter, Vos used sim-
ple textbook illustrations to teach
such things as when to plant and
harvest crops and forage for dairy
use on the farm.
A soil map showing the farm's
nutrient concentrations, given to
Vos, will help him and other
Dordt College researchers offer
the Russians advice on future
cropping plans. One thing Vos
plans to look into is short-season
open-pollinated corn that would
be adaptable to the Russian
climate and whose seed could be
used for replanting. The corn
presently grown there seems to
do poorly. He hopes that one of
his hosts, Father John
Chibatarve, will be able to visit
the U.S. to study agriculture,
view operations here, and
observe the processes involved in
problem solving. Vos is cor-





"Interest in the Christian faith is high,"
says Dr. John Visser. During the time he
spent in Moscow working with Russian
university business professors, nearly one-
fourth of the participants joined in morn-
ing devotions, often asking many ques-
tions. Others peppered him with questions
about Christianity. Some students who
only a year ago told him, "I believe only in myself' are now
calling themselves Christians.
At the most basic level, he says, Russians need a spiritual
revival, a new vision oflife to fill the vacuum left by the demise
of atheistic communism. 0
to them. Educators still want to
dictate specialized information
for students to memorize. One
goal of the new MBA program is
to develop flexible students who
can function in a broad market
economy and make wise, ethical
choices.
A thriving black market and a
Mafia-like control organization
demanding payoffs to protect
business turf are poor models for
the service attitude Visser and the
other CCC workers hope to
spawn in business graduate
students. That's why Russian
universities turned to the CCC for
guidelines in moral values, ex-
pecting honest answers and help.
"People in Russia are very
much concerned with what is
right," Visser explains, "but they
have no guidelines for honesty.
They search for truth, but the
meaning has changed. They long
to trust someone, but many peo-
ple are taking advantage of
gullibility. " 0
Reversed rules, reversed roles
, 'They have seen
how communism
permeated every
facet of their lives.
They want to replace
it with a Christian
view of life and
culture.' ,
I was impressed by the fact that several
of the people I encountered were
struggling with relating Christianity to
their everyday lives. On several occa-
sions I became involved in vigorous
discussions about Christians' responsi-
bility. It was encouraging to see that some of the discus-
sions had moved beyond talk to concrete action. 0
5
Dr. John Visser was in
Moscow last summer when the
political somersault of the Soviet
breakup began. One of twelve
Christian College Coalition
(Ccq faculty chosen to write a
values-based MBA curriculum to
be used in Russian universities,
he continued his work with Rus-
sian educators this summer.
Visser says that, at this point,
the curriculum focuses largely on
ethics, drawing on such basic
Christian beliefs as the "Golden
Rule" and Jesus' sununary of the
Law, "Love your neighbor as
yourself. " From there, the cur-
riculum outlines a framework of
practical Christian values.
Students will work through
business cases that pose ethical
dilemmas and learn to balance the
interests of employees, capital
providers, customers, and
society.
The initial twelve-course grad-
uate curriculum is in the rough
translation stage. Copyright com-
plications, inadequately trained
undergraduates, and logistical
problems must still be solved.
Some pieces of the curriculumare
being used this all, but full
testing should begin in 1993.
The Russian people must learn
how to struggle with issues and
make decisions, Visser repeats.
The concept of liberal arts is new
Russians have been
taught that personal initiative is
immoral because it is not meant
for the good of all, says Dr.
Rockue McCarthy. Democracy
has been an evil word. Now, sud-
denly, standards have changed.
But although democracy is
welcome in theory, in practice
freedom and justice do not form
the basis of society.
McCarthy spent a week in Mos-
cow and a week in St. Petersburg
(formerly Leningrad) in a pro-
gram called "The New Russia"
sponsored by the College Consor-
tium for International Studies.
Some people are beginning to
shape a vision for a new society,
says McCarthy. He was especially
encouraged by Christians who are
seriously asking what it means to
live a Christian life. Former
Soviet dissident Alexander
Ogorodnikov, a Christian who
was released from prison in 1987,
is committed to giving leadership
in the development of public life
in Russia. As a leader of a Chris-
tian Democratic party, he is
working to set up soup kitchens,
establish schools, and shape the
political process.
"To be a Christian working for
justice and reform in Moscow
means to stand out," says
McCarthy. Ogorodnikov, who
ran for public office when Yeltsin
was elected, describes a political
program riddled with corruption.
Ogorodnikov was narrowly de-
feated, and, before his assistant
could give public evidence of elec-
toral corruption, he was killed. In
the face of this and other
challenges, Ogorodnikov believes
firmly that God is the God of all
of life and intends to continue to
work out his convictions for the
good of Russian society.
"You don't have to convince
these Russian Christians that
schools and social institutions are
shaped by a particular world
view," says McCarthy. "They
have seen how communism per-
meated every facet of their lives.
They want to replace it with a
Christian view oflife and culture. "
Yet the legacy of Christianity
in Russia for many is an other-
worldly faith that is limited to
personal beliefs. While this faith
may have kept them going
through the life-dictating regime
of communism, it gives little
direction in a society crying for
culture-forming direction. Rus-
sian Christians and atheists alike
are searching for meaning in their
world, looking for assistance










ing acceptance of what is be-
ing taught," says Dr.
Rockue McCarthy. We can
learn from a society that
pushes things to extremes.
Although we too want to
teach students acomprehen-
sive world view, McCarthy
adds, it is important that they
do not accept a Christian vi-
sion of life because we tell
them to, but because they
realize the need for such a
foundation in their lives.
Only then can people become
energetic and committed ser-
vants of Christ working in
society. 0
Center for Educational Services
Van Dyk returns
from a semester in
Australian schools
An interview
Rom late March until
early September Dr. John Van
Dyk, professor of education and
director of the Center for Educa-
tional Services. worked with
Christian schools in Australia. In
this interview he describes some
of his experiences and impres-
sions.








Voice: You have recently re-
turned from a five-month excur-
sion to Australia. Why did you go
there?
JVD: I had several goals.
Primary among them was to
sharpen my practical teaching ex-
perience on elementary and
secondary levels. In the Center
for Educational Services we have
been busy developing classroom
strategies that build community
without neglecting individual
learning styles. I wanted to test
these strategies, to see whether
they actually work. I am also in-
terested in classroom manage-
ment, especially in the relation-
ship between teaching methods
and management problems. So I
needed some real classroom
situations for experimental pur-
poses. A number of schools in
Australia offered the right kind of
setting for my work. An advan-
tage is the Australian calendar.
Our summer break coincides with
the heart of their academic year.
V: I understand that you worked
at Kindalin Christian School in
the Sydney area. What kind of
school was Kindalin?
JVD: Kindalin is an Aboriginal
word meaning "place of joy. " In
Australia, Kindalin was regarded
as one of the most innovative
Christian schools in the country.
Its visionary principal, Bill
Oates-himself part Aborigine-
was forging the school into a
"learning village," a place in
which hands-on activity, com-
munity work, and self-directed
learning characterized the cur-
riculum. Stress was placed on
establishing a caring school com-
munity and on encouraging the
students to take ownership of
their learning. The overarching
Teaching bushwackers, as these fifth and sixth graders liked to call themselves, gave Dr. John Van Dyk the opportunity
to use teaching strategies he has been studying.
goal was to teach the kids to
become responsible stewards of
God's creation.
V: Your description of Kindalin
uses the past tense. Why?
JVD: Unfortunately, for compli-
cated reasons, the school became
embroiled in a bitter-s-and unne-
cessary-controversy that eventu-
ally led to the departure of Oates
and most of the staff and brought
the school to the brink of collapse.
These sad events brought to a
close a fascinating and potentially
fiuitful chapter in Australian Chris-
tian education. The kind of vision
Kindalin represented, however, is
very much alive and will surely
be embodied in other Christian
school communities.
V: So your trek to Australia was
pointless?
JVD: On the contrary. In spite of
the turmoil, I managed to gain val-
uable classroom experience. I did
most of my work in a multi-grade
situation, that is, in a class of
fourth, fifth, and sixth grade stu-
dents. Since Kindalin School be-
lieved in reaching out to disadvan-
taged and marginalized kids, some
of the students there would have
been classified as behavioral prob-
lems in more traditional schools.
This allowed for a close examina-
tion of the relationship between
educational goals, classroom teach-
ing, and classroom management.
V: What else did you do?
JVD: I was privileged to have
many opportunities to conduct
workshops and seminars on
the topic of teaching Christianly.
In all, I worked with more
than 700 Australian Christian
school teachers from Tasmania
in the south to Darwin in the
north. Australia is a very
secular country, and many of
the Christian schools are keenly
aware of their calling to make
a difference in the lives of
students. It was encouraging to
see the enthusiasm with which
Christian schools and Christian
teachers actively search for
further insight into what it
means to each in a distinctively
Christian way. In addition to
my work with teachers, I con-
ducted sessions on decision
making and instructional leader-
ship in a number of short courses
for principals and other educa-
tional leaders.
V: How does Christian education
in Australia compare with the
Christian school movements in
North America?
JVD, The similarities are
striking. For one thing, there is
a similar variety in the types of
schools. They range from the
very traditional to the very
innovative, and from church-
controlled to interdenominational
and independent schools. It is
the most dangerous spiders in the
world. Its bite, if not treated at
once, is fatal. Funnelwebs are
fairly common around Kindalin
and other schools.
Kindalin Christian School
borders on a variety of terrain:
bushland, swamps, and weedy
fields. Not long before our ar-
rival, a soccer ball went over the
fence and into a neighboring
field. When the children went to
retrieve it, they found the ball
snuggled up to a five-foot Brown
Snake. You don't fool around
with Brown Snakes. They are ex-
tremely poisonous, display a
nasty, aggressive temperament,
and on occasion appear to enjoy
chasing curious youngsters. In
this case the snake decided to
mind its own business and scur-
ried off into the brush.
And then there's the danger
from the sky. In the spring, when
clear to me that, on the whole,
Christian education in Australia
is alive and well. Christian
schools are popping up all over
the country. True, some of them
are mere reactions to an
ineffective government school
system. Nevertheless, it is
encouraging to see many of these
schools joining Christian Parent
Controlled Schools, a flourishing
organization akin to CSI
(Christian Schools International).
These organizations work hard to
maintain and promote a
Reformed direction in Christian
schooling.
V: What effect will your
experience have on Dordt
College?
JVD: I have submitted an
extensive report to the Dordt
administration and the education
department. I see all sorts of
opportunity for meaningful
collaboration. Our Center for
Educational Services can playa
significant role here. Since its
task is to assist practicing
teachers, and since the Christian
teachers in North America and
Australia face very similar
issues, we can work together
on a variety of programs. I
envision not only a number of
collaborative projects to advance
Christian curricular instruc-
tional insight, but also increased
opportunity for teacher and
student exchange.
Are Australian schoolgrounds safe?
the magpie's heart turns to
fancy, another threat appears.
Australian Magpies, crow-sized
black and white birds with
formidable beaks, become very
territorial and regard all other
creatures as trespassers, includ-
ing children (or teachers) on
the playground. The magpies
divebomb the unsuspecting
"intruder." These attacks can
cause painful injury. The bird
swoops down when you're not
looking and attacks the back of
your head and neck. So in the
spring, most kids in magpie land
wear sturdy hats. Some clever
kids outfox the magpies by wear-
ing buckets with eyes painted on
all four sides. Most magpies don't
know what to make of a creature
who has no back of the head to
attack.
So are Australian school-
grounds safe? Well, sort of...!D
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Dr. John Van Dyk
, 'The overarching






A question like this prob-
ably triggers visions of drug
dealers and child molesters
prowling around the school, or of
rusty rickety playground equip-
ment. In Australia, however,
depending on location and sur-
roundings, other dangers may
threaten the safety of school
children-animals.
A case in point. One day,
around the corner of the library,
we found bushwhackers-as fifth
and sixth graders called
themselves-engrossed in a scien-
tific experiment: How many flies
can a Red Back Spider eat dur-
ing recess? The Red Back Spider,
only a half inch in body length,
is highly venomous. Its bite can
be deadly. Now, this was only a
Redback, not even the feared






















































He'll never forget the way John
told him that someday Atsma's
wedding picture would be up
there with the others. Atsma was
married this summer; he says
he'll be sending him one in the
near future. "You could always
tell his faith was strong," John
says. "1 thought you could see
Christ in him. " The Atsmas still
eat Schelling popcorn.
John and Corrie Schelling are
members-and janitors-at the
Netherlands Reformed Church of
Sioux Center. They've never had
any children of their own, so they
can't claim any specific familial
loyalty to Dordt College. But they've
adopted their own Dordt family.
No matter what time of the year
you go into the shop, whether it's
full of bikes or popcorn or ruddy
potatoes, KDCR plays on the radio.
Come August, when the kids come
back to college, you'll find dozens
of them looking over the bikes
John has repaired and rebuilt, the
kind, he says, he doesn't want to
see come back broken.
John Schelling has the busi-
ness he always wanted, but as
many Dordt kids know, the
Schellings' bike and produce






Out back of the bike
shop, the acre of potatoes John
and Corrie Schelling plant every
spring is almost an embarrass-
ment for them right now-too
many weeds. But it was a strange
summer in Sioux Center, very
wet, rain almost every other day
for much of July. So much rain,
in fact, that John Schelling
couldn't back his John Deere out
of the bike shop and clean up the
mess of weeds.
But, if the truth be known, it
wasn't only the rain. It was the
bikes, too. They've kept him
busy-maybe even too busy. The
bikes are a business he stumbled
into really, when he bought-his
friends thought he was crazy!-
hundreds of used bikes thirteen
years ago, when he and Corrie
lived south of Rock Valley. This
was his plan: stick those bikes in
the bam, fix them over the winter
when he had time, and sell them
at garage sales.
Even Corrie thought buying all
those bikes was odd. After all,
what did her husband know about
bikes? Nothing, really. He'd
never fixed one in his life, and all
of a sudden he had a barn full.
So why did he make such a silly
purchase? He says that farming
was all he ever knew, but that he
never really liked it much. "What
you do when you're in the field
is go up the row-and then come
back; up and back, up and back. "
He shakes his head.
He claims his father never could
quite understand him, how it was
that his three younger brothers
took to field work with such joy
when John would rather do
almost anything else. He always
wanted a business of his own.
When he bought the bikes, for
better or for worse, he got the
business he always wanted.
Today, thirteen years later, he
loves it.
Oh, there's still the farmer in
him. When he looks over his weedy
potato patch, he shakes his head
and says that there's really nothing
better than feeling that old John
Deere pull the cultivator up the
rows. But it's only an acre or two
out back, not enough to require
the endless days he claims he
never liked. So the farmer be-
came abike repairer, a buyer and
a seller who does business galore
with Dordt College students.
"When school starts, it's like
my Christmas season," he says,
looking over the rows of bikes
he's rebuilt for the swarm of
students who will come shopping
during the last week of August.
"I got to have at least twelve
ready to go, all rebuilt, all set,
because they'll go fast once the
kids start coming in." He points
at a few of them, tarnished, paint
jobs faded. "Some of these others
they'll buy too, even though they
need paint. I'll let them go for
$35 or $40, even though I'm not
happy to. The best thing about
selling used bikes is not getting
them back broken," he says. "1
want my bikes to work, and 1 tell
them when they come in- 1 tell
them I'll buy them back at the end
of the year. That's what 1 tell
them. That's good for business."
The shop is tidy and clean, all
four walls hung with bright land-
scapes, thirty or forty picture
puzzles he assembles during the
winter, then shellacs and nails up
over the particle-board walls.
The sign outside of the shop
says, "Country Bikes and Pro-
duce"; and while the bikes take
up the bulk of his time, come
November and December, when
only the bravest of the bikers
chance icy Sioux Center streets
and biking seems, for most, as
distant as a bright bed of tulips,
the shop he built himself converts
to storage cellar full of
popcorn-his specialty, two
pounds for a dollar-and hun-
dreds of forty-pound bags of
potatoes from the patch out back.
John Schelling is a proper gentle-
man in his own way, his denim
apron pulled tight around him as
he oils chains or changes skinny
tires. Now and then, he sneaks a
cigarette. At the end of the school
semester, Webb Draayer, head of
maintenance at Dordt, gives him
a call and asks ifhe wants to take
a look at what the kids left behind.
Often, John says, there's not much
there. But he takes what he can
use, puts what he can on a huge
pile out back of the shop, a pile
that he goes through slowly once
the work drops off, keeping a tire
here or a fork there, maybe a
usable pair of straight handlebars
or a decent set of caliper brakes.
To see him at work-whether
he's painting a frame or adjusting
brakes or cleaning up a
derailleur-is to see a man who's
happy with what he's up to.
Maybe that's why Dordt kids
have hung out there on the
acreage just west of the tracks and
a half-mile down from the water-
tower on the south end of town.
People who love what they're
doing-whether they're tighten-
ing spokes or arguments-radiate
the kind of contentedness that one
feels, actually, in the slow
cadence of John Schelling's low
voice, in the pride he takes in
pointing at his bikes or at the pop-
corn that, by reputation, sur-
passes even old man Reden-
bacher's in flavor.
Rich de Lange (' 89) and his
wife Patsy knew that they could
drop in at the Schellings unan-
nounced and still be served with
some "yummy apple pie." The
Schellings were "a little family
for us away from home," he
says, "very friendly people who
gave us produce-potatoes and
'muskmelon' -in B.C. we always
called it 'cantaloupe. ' The Schell-
ings introduced us to 'musk-
melon.'" For two years Rich and
Patsy visited the Schellings
regularly-once a month at least.
Sander Ver Burg ('89) remem-
bers Corrie's Jan Hagel cinnamon
cookies fondly, as well as the
Schellings' graciousness through-
out his four years at Dordt. "I
could always go over there and
talk," he says, "and about almost
anything too. 1 was looking for
work in 1985, when 1 came to
Dordt, and they told me that the
economy was tough. But they
said 1 could cut their lawn-so 1
did for that whole first year.
They're very warm people, and
1 still write them."
John Atsma (also '89) and five
of his friends bought Schelling
bikes one day years ago. John
remembers the wall full of pic-
tures in the Schelling kitchen.
John Schelling's used bikes have pro-
vided wheels for many Dordt students
over the years.




or cleaning up a
derailleur-is to




Dordt Press releases •memotrs of
former president,
A zm FOR CHRISTLtV EDUCATION Val Ruter
When Rev. B.J. Haan
stepped down as president of
Dordt College in 1982, the col-
. lege 's board of trustees gave him
a motor home. Quite a gift, to be
sure. But what the board had in
mind for Dordt's founder was a
bit more than just leisurely travel.
They wanted Rev. Haan to write,
as well.
The board suggested Rev.
Haan write a book containing his
memoirs as president of the in-
stitution. However, Rev. Haan
didn't feel the time was yet right.
"I didn't start right away,
because it's hard when you're too
close to the situation," he said.
"I had to let some more history
pass first." So the project was
tabled for the time being.
About five years later, in 1987,
Rev. Haan suffered a heart attack
and underwent bypass surgery.
Following these health problems
several members of the Dordt
community again urged him to
write. "They figured that I'd bet-
ter get on it or the history would
never be written down," said
Rev. Haan. Although Rev. Haan
had encouragement from several
people to begin writing about his
experiences, he admitted it was
no easy task. "I don't love to
write, " he said. "To be honest,
it was a pest to write the hook. "
But he eventually did begin the
project with the help of Sally
Jongsma, editor of the Dordt Col-
lege Voice.
"I said, 'Look, Sally, I'm go-
ing to need help," recalled Rev.
Haan. So he began recording his
A Zeal for Christian Education
Christian education was more than an interest for Rev. B.l.
Haan, it was a career he pursued with zeal. Early in his ministry
Rev. Haan became known as an advocate for Christian educa-
tion on all levels. He reinvigorated the Christian school move-
ment in Sioux Center. He was a strong supporter of Western
Christian High School in Hull, Iowa. But the institution that
dominated his life was Dordt College. From its planning stages
in the 1950s to his retirement as first president in 1982, Rev.
Haan devoted over thirty of the prime years of his life to the
institution. He and Dordt College are inseparably linked.
These memoirs tell the story of Rev. Haan's lifelong com-
mitment to Christian education, expecially his years as presi-
dent of Dordt College.
1992, paperback, 222 pages, $10.95
ORDER FORM Send order form along with payment to:
Dordt College Bookstore
Sioux Center, IA 51250
Book Title Unit Price Qty Total
Total $ _
B.J.
stories on audio tape, which were
then transcribed. Jongsma edited
the transcribed manuscript. "I
enjoyed getting the copies back
and making the corrections," said
Rev. Haan. "She didn't want the
story to lose my spirit and my
character. They say I have
character, " he said with a laugh.
Because the book comes
straight from Rev. Haan, it is
written in what he described
as an open and readable style.
"!t's not intended to be a history
like Mike Vanden Bosch's book
is," he said referring to A History
Campus notes
Haan
of Dordt College: The B.J. Haan
Years, which was published in
1990. "That's a real history. I
call my book the story behind the
story. "
And part of the story behind the
writer is his wife, Deborah. Rev.
Haan admitted she played a large
role in the writing of the book,
which he dedicated to her. "If I
tended to be a bit too nasty on
someone, she'd tell me I'd better
tone it down," he joked.
Indeed, not all of the memories
inA Zeal For Christian Education
are pleasant ones. "Part of the
reason Iwrote the book is to set
things straight," said Rev. Haan,
including the real story behind his
hellfire and brimstone portrayal
in Life magazine years ago.
"That was so distorted. People
don't know what that was really
about. "
But the main reason he wrote
his memoirs is so that people will
"have a greater love for Chris-
tian education, especially Chris-
tian higher education," he says.
Ihope the principles for which I
have fought and labored continue




The Dordt College regi-
strar's office has announced a
total of 1077 students enrolled for
the 1992 fall semester. Registra-
tion reflects an increase of 31
students, a three percent dif-
ference from last fall's final total
of 1,046.
The enrollment figures include
1030 full-time and 47 part-time
students. Freshmen number 327,




Dordt College is listed in
the new volume of Choose a
Christian College released in
early September by Peterson's
Guides of Princeton, New Jersy.
The volume, in its third edition,
provides detailed information on
the eighty-four Christian liberal-
arts colleges holding membership
in the Christian College Coali-
tion. Each full-page description
includes details about tuition costs,
enrollment patterns, admission
requirements, and campus life.
"Choose a Christian College is
tailored for high school students
and their parents, including those
who aren't sure if a Christian col-
lege or university is for them,"
says Dr. Karen Longman, the
Coalition's vice president for
academic programs.
a charter this month to establish
a student chapter of ASME, the
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers. The ASME board of
governors approved the proposal
in June and issued the charter to
Or. Nolan Van Gaalen and four
students who attended the ASME
Region 7 meeting in Omaha in
mid-September.
Membership in the society
allows students access to journals
in their career field, participation
in presentations and competitions,
and discussion with mechanical
engineering students and profes-
sionals from a wide geographical
area. Region 7 of ASME com-
prises Iowa, Minnesota, North
Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska,
Kansas, and Missouri.
Dordt College also has student
chapters of the IEEE (the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers), and ASHRAE (the
American Society of Heating,_
Refrigeration, and Air Condition-
ing Engineers).
The college's engineering
department is accredited by
ABET, the Accreditation Board




Statistics from the Chris-
tian College Coalition reveal that
Dordt College has the second best
ratio of computers to students of
all Coalition colleges. At present
Dordt has one computer for every
ten students. Messiah in Gran-
tham, Pennsylvania, has one for
every nine students.
According to Or. Willis
Alberda, dean of the natural
sciences, Dordt also allows
greater access to its computers,
and has more state-of-the-art soft-
ware than most other colleges.
New board
begins work
The Dordt College Board
of Trustees elected new officers
at its fall semi-annual meeting.
They are: Or. Arnold Boeve of
Sheldon, president; Mark
Sybesma of Hull, vice president;
Rev. Aldon Kuiper of Hull,
secretary; and Dr. Edwin
Kreykes of Sanborn, adjunct.
Members of this year's board
are:
Gregory Bonnema, Raymond
Rev. Randall Brouwer, New Brighton
Alvin Kooiman, Worthington
Rev. Paul Bakker. Luverne
Rev. Gerald De Vries, Woden
Dr. Jeff Crandall, Cedar Falls
Rev. Aldon Kuiper, Hull
Junior Poppema, Hospers
Rev. John Gorter, Pella
Henry Vande Voort, Pella
Arie Engbers, Sully
Mark Sybesma, Hull
Herman Brenneman, Sioux Center
Rev. Richard Blauw, Chino
Charles Viss, Modesto
Doug Vande Griend, Salem
Rev. Carl Leep, Beaverton
Marlo De Young, Lynden
Leanne Jelgerhuis Gillson, Gallup
Rev. William Verhoef, Denver
Eldon Dyk, Denver
Rev. Leslie Kuiper, Oostburg
Rev. Gerald Rutgers, Phoenix
Dennis Vander Stelt, Kuna
Dr. John E. Kim, Los Angeles
Lois Klein, Bellflower
Rev. Marvin Van Donselaar, Dundas
Rev. Philip Stel, Rocky Mountain House
Dr. Arnold Boeve, Sheldon
Dr. Edwin Kreykes, Sanborn
Paul Moos, Rock Valley
Dennis walstra, Sioux Center
Jack Brouwer, Escondido
Kelly Tien, Des Moines
Rev. Richard Moore, Hull
Rev. Carl Durham, Bridgewater
Rev. Peter Grossmann, Sutton
A Zeai for Christian Education $10.95 $
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Interview
Technology that serves without dominating
New vice president for information services, Dr. Joseph McDonald, looks at the role of
information technology in teaching and learning
Voice: The position of vice presi-
dent for information services is
a new one. Can you describe
what your responsibilities will
be?
M: My job is to design and
manage the college's information
environment. The administration
of the college has decided that in-
formation is to be viewed as a
resource on campus. Information
should be seen as a whole-
machine-readable computer infor-
mation as well as traditional
library information, and the ser-
vices associated with educational
media, printing, telecommunica-
tions, distance education. and in-
stitutional record keeping.
We've come to see that the issue
of information on campus is not
fundamentally a library or a com-
puter issue but a pedagogical and
curriculum issue. Teaching and
learning, therefore, must drive the
work we do and the decisions we
make. Technology, whether books
or computers, needs to serve the
teaching and learning process.
"Technology, whether
books or computers,
needs to serve the
teaching and learning
process.' ,
V: That seems to touch closely
on the work of the faculty,
M: Yes, I find myself desperately
in need of significant faculty help
and involvement. I know some things
about curriculum and teaching and
learning but faculty members need
to provide the most significant ele-
ment in the process. We've been in-
vited by the Council on Library
Resources to apply for a grant in
the 60-100 thousand dollar range
to study the role of information in
teaching and learning. Historically
libraries and computer services
have been designed and developed
in a vacuum. We know intuitively
that teaching and learning inter-
act, but there is no empirical evi-
dence about how they interact.
V: Ifwe are awarded the grant,
will this study demand a large
amount of your time?
M: Yes and no. The team of prin-
cipal investigators will be Or.
John Van Dyk, professor of
education, Dr. Lynda Micikas, a
colleague, and myself. We will be
thoroughly dependent on a core of
fuculty willing to examine their
syllabi, make observations,
discuss, and draw conclusions.
Meanwhile the business of
managing information must go
on. An integration project has just
been completed by the computer
services staff to create a conunon
data base for the admissions and
registrar offices. Other offices
also need to be brought into a
common data base. Those kinds
of things can't wait two, three, or
four years until we finish our
study. We need to be able to
operate efficiently now.
V: Do you expect to see big
changes in the way these two
areas are structured?
M: As we accumulate evidence
about the role of information in
teaching and learning, we want
that evidence to inform our think-
ing about how to design the infor-
mation environment. My guess is
that we're going to come up with
something that is very different
from what exists today. There will
always be books-I don't
subscribe to the notion that
somehow books are going to
disappear-and there will always
be computers. What happens
when you have an active, hope-
fully effective integration of books
and computers with teaching and
learning? Such a thorough in-
tegration really doesn't exist in
American higher education right
now. This study has the potential
to put Dordt in a leadership posi-
tion in the use of information and
in the design of formal systems
such as libraries and computers.
V: Until a new structure is in
place, how do managing the
library and computer services
fit together?
M: For the first semester I will be
wearing essentially two hats,
director of the library and direc-
tor of computer services. We're
not even attempting to merge the
two. Much of my time will be
spent listening to staff members
in both areas and attending to im-
mediate operational issues in both
areas. For example, we need to
speed up our placing of book
records into the computer. We
need to work on archival preser-
vation. Paper records are getting
brittle and will turn into dust if we
don't preserve them. We also need
to continue to update our holdings
and equipment to keep up with
current needs. Expanding the net-
work on campus, cabling the rest
of the offices, deciding how ex-
tensive an E-mail system we want
and how heavily to get involved
in Internet are just a few more im-
mediate concerns we have to deal
with. There is always a tension
between putting off long-term
decisions until we have the data
to make them and giving people
the service they need immedi-
ately.
V: Will we see changes in the
computer system we currently
have?
M: I suspect there will be
changes. I think more and more
resources are going to be needed
for teaching and learning. This
means we will need more flexibil-
ity than we now have if students
and fuculty are to have easy ac-
cess.
Second, within the next two
years we will see a major change
in information technology. Large
desktop units will become ahnost
obsolete. Not that they won't
work or get the job done, but
miniaturization is proceeding at a
rapid rate. Already many places
are talking about wholesale aban-
donment of large desktop units for
small notebook computers that
.can be more powerful.
V: What does that mean for
current equipment purchased
over the years?
M: It means that we are in the
same boat as every college and
university in the United States. As
technology develops it makes
equipment obsolete at a fuster
, 'Maybe we need to
show that the most
responsible thing to
do is to be creative
with existing
resources and not to
chase after what is
new and 'better'."
rate. The rich institutions strug-
gle to and manage to keep up.
Dordt, because of its fuirly late
entry into automation in 1985, has
not yet been seriously affected,
but it will become a significant
problem in the next two to three
years.
We could face a situation in
which we have to say we cannot
keep up, we're not going to con-
tinue to be on the leading edge.
We can't. The kingdomly respon-
sible thing to do may be to ask
what we can do with all of this
dated but perfectly good equip-
ment. It still does things that we
could never have done ten years
ago. Maybe we need to show that
the most responsible thing to do
is to be creative with existing
resources and not to chase after
what is new and "better."
V: Has there been a change in
attitude toward computer
technology as well as a change
in the technology itself?
M: Yes, early notions of computer
literacy have been thrown out the
window. The idea that students
need to write programs in order
to be computer literate has given
way-here at Dordt and in other
places-to a conviction that com-
puter literacy must be an integral
part of learning where it is ap-
propriate. So for example you
learn to use a spread sheet when
you take a course where it is used.
The same is true with word pro-
cessing. What's happened is that
some of our early expectations of
the computer have been greatly
diminished-and for a very in-
teresting reason. Both in educa-
tion and in business and industry,
information technology is seen as
a god that is failing. Some
fuscinating articles have appeared
this year. One in the MIS Quar-
terly and one in Computer World
claim that information technology
has not improved white collar
productivity. Business has spent
literally billions of dollars and is
questioning its return.
The same is true in education.
"Why aren't computers in educa-
tion contagious? Why haven't we
seen widespread applications?"
Because successful computer ap-
plications are specific to the in-
structor and the course. Teaching
is a very individual act. Even
teaching the same course and dif-
ferent sections of the same course
can vary greatly. Learning is also
a very individual act. What needs
to be contagious is quality
teaching and active student par-
ticipation. When that is in place,
education is well served, whether
you use technology or not. The
proper role of technology is ser-
vant, not god.. I even can see com-
puters becoming less pervasive at
Oordt-more fundamental but
less pervasive-much like the
typewriter, telephones, or any
other kind of technology that
serves without dominating. D
Dr. Joseph McDonald has a doctorate
in information systems design and
management. He came to Dordt this
year from Pepperdine University, where
he served as director of university
libraries. Of his new position,
McDonald says, "I don't know any
other institution prepared to go through
such a process of strategic planning and
to modify its information environment
so significantly. I have long admired
Donlt because of its biblically refcrma-
tional perspective. To have the oppor-
tunity to do something that I have been
academically prepared for in an institu-
tion that I feel very positive about was
a strong incentive."
"The proper role of
technology is















Professor of foreign language
Dallas Apol taught Spanish to
STS students in Mexico from
June 24 to July 18. STS is a mis-
sions program of IDEA ministries
and was held in Merida, Yucatan.
the Christian Reformed World
Relief Committee on September
17-19 in Toronto, Canada.
Calvin Jongsma, pro-
fessor of mathematics, presented
a research paper at the Seventh
International Congress on Mathe-
matical Education on August 19
at Laval University in Quebec
City, Quebec. The paper was
titled "Teaching Mathematical
Proof Construction Using Natural
Deduction" and was based on his
college-level textbook, Logic and
Proof for Modem Mathematics,
that is used in the Math 200
course at Dordt.
Jim Schaap, professor of
English, has a new devotional
from CRC Publications titled
]00% Chance of Frogs, and
his story, "The Whiz," was
published in the November issue
of The Other Side. Schaap
was also the featured speaker
at the meeting of the Florida
Christian Teachers Associa-
tion in Orlando, Florida, on Oc-
tober 8-9.
John Van Rys, assistant pro-
fessor of English, delivered a
paper at the Midwest Association
for Canadian Studies Biennial
Convention on October 9 in
Springfield, Missouri. The title of
the paper is "The Project of
Voice in Buckler's TheMountain
and the Valley."
John Hofland, assistant pro-
fessor of theatre arts, designed
sets for "Trash." "The Elves
and the Shoemaker, " and
"Ouch" at CLIMB Theatre in
Minneapolis. He also led a
creative dramatics workshop for
teachers through the local Area
Education Agency.
Assistant professor of music
Henry Duitman has returned
after a one-year leave in which he
completed doctoral work at Ohio
State University. He is now a
doctoral candidate for a Ph.D. in
music education with an emphasis
on instrumental conducting. Duit-
man has yet to complete his
dissertation, "Using Hypermedia
to Enhance the Learning of Col-
lege Students Enrolled in a Music
Appreciation Class."
Delmar Vander Zee, pro-
fessor of biology, attended the
43rd annual meeting of the
American Institute of Biological
Sciences (AIRS) in Honolulu,
Hawaii, in August. Vander Zee
presented his novel laboratory
procedure for teaching photosyn-
thesis in the Botanical Society
session of the AIRS meetings. His
. work will be published in the
Journal of College Biology
Teaching. On October 1-2,
Vander Zee gave two workshops
at Tri-State on using Wisconsin
Fast Plants in the classroom.
Dr. Calvin Jongsma Dr. Case Boot
The professional involvements of
Dordt faculty members outside of
the classroom reveal Dordt's
commitment to provide educa-
tional leadership in the Christian
community as well as among its
own students. By sharing these
activities. we hope to provide
fellow Christians with further
resources. ideas. and encourage-
ment as they work to be of service
in Christ's kingdom.
cultural and linguistic periodical.
Boot is professor of linguistics
and the director of the Netherlan-
die Studies Program.
Paulo Ribeiro, associate
professor of engineering, is
on leave this year to join a
consulting company in San
Jose, California. Ribeiro spent
the summer with the Electric
Power Research Institute in
Palo Alto, California. He cur-
rently has nine papers pre-
pared for publication and
presentation at various con-
ferences.
John Zwart, associate pro-
fessor of physics and chair of the
physical science department, has
also returned after a one-year
leave in which he worked in the
physics department at Calvin Col-
lege in Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Professor of physical education
Tom Visker presented a sectional
at the Christian Schools Interna-
tional Convention in Toronto,
Canada on July 29. The presen-
tation was titled "Can We
Redeem Athletics in North
American Culture?"
Michael Goheen, instructor of
theology, led discussions on four
of his research papers at the
International Conference on
Science and Belief held at
'Redeemer College in Ancaster,
Ontario. Goheen spent this past
summer at the Institute for Chris-
tian Studies in Toronto doing
research for the four papers.
Professor of music Joan
Ringerwole and six of her
students went on a three-week
organ performance tour through
Western Europe in May.
Professor Duane Bajema
Case Boot's article titled
"Dordt in de Verenigde State en
Nederland" ("Dordt in the United
States and The Netherlands")
will appear in the fall or winter
issue of Neerlandia, a Dutch
Verne Meyer, professor
of theatre arts, is on a one-
year leave of absence to re-
search and write educational
materials for teaching and
writing. 0
Assistant professor of agri-
culture Duane Bajema attended
the international board meeting of
Kok awarded Ph.D in Amsterdam
Dordt College Professor
John Kok successfully defended
his doctoral dissertation at the
Free University of Amsterdam,
Holland, on June 10.
Kok spent 1979-1983 as a
research fellow at the Free Univer-
sity. Since then he has taught at
Dordt College and completed his
doctoral work. His dissertation,
published by Dordt Press, is titled,
J1>/Ienhoven:His EarlyDevelopment.
Dirk Vollenhoven was a Dutch
philosopher of Reformed persua-
sion who taught for almost forty
years at the Free University and
lived from 1892-1978.Prior to Kok's
400 page book very little has been
written about Vollenhoven's philo-
sophy in general and nothing about
his early development.
Kok found that prior to becom-
ing a professor in 1926, Vollen-
hoven described himself as a
theist, seeking to articulate the
"philosophy that God desires us
to have," and as a dualist,
underscoring the difference be-
tween mind and maller. The mid-
dle chapters of Kok's thesis deal
with how these assumptions in-
fluenced Vollenhoven's view of
reality, time, mathematics, and
logic. The final chapter analyzes
some implications of the position
Vollenhoven arrived at in 1926.
Given the significant contribu-
tion of Reformed thinkers like
Vollenhoven and Herman Dooye-
weerd, his brother-in-law, Kok
hopes his research will be an aid
to furthering but also critically
evaluating the cause of Christian
scholarship.
Kok's research and writing on
Vollenhoven will continue: In
November he will be speaking at
a conference in Amsterdam com-
memorating Vollenhoven's hun-
dreth birthdate. He also plans to
write a second book on
Vollenhoven, this time focusing
on his mature thought. 0
Ringerwole pays tribute to
builder of Dordt organ
Muller organ at the Waalse Kerk
in The Netherlands.
"It was this type of sophistica-
tion and quality that was an ear-
mark of the tonal sound which
Gerhard engineered in the Dordt
organ," she adds.
Mr. Carroll Hanson of Iowa
City, who also worked with
Brunzema on the Casavant
instrument at Dordt College,
and continues as Casavant
representative in tuning and car-
ing for the instrument, is author
of another of the Brunzema
memoria published in The
Diapason. The other two authors
are Dr. Davis Folkerts of Central
College in Pella, Iowa, and
Thomas Donahue of Auburn,
New York.
The Diapason is an interna-
tional monthly publication
devoted to the organ, the harp-
sichord, and church music.
Established in 1909, it is the of-
ficial journal of the International
Society for Organ History and
Preservation. 0
Dr. Joan Ringerwole,
professor of music at Dordt Col-
lege, was honored to write one of
four tributes to the memory of
organ builder Gerhard Brunzema
published in the August 1992
issue of The Diapason.
Brunzema worked closely with
Ringerwole in designing the
Casavant organ for the Dordt
College chapel building in the late
1970s. He was tonal director for
the Casavant company at the
time.
"Gerhard understood the
religious purpose of Dordt Col-
lege, a fact which contributed
greatly to the final stop list and
sound of the instrument," says
Ringerwole. She notes his con-
sideration for the organ' s use with
congregational singing and his
.. remaining true to the Dutch
historical building practices."
Brunzema even developed a
specific vox humana (human
voice) stop for the organ, which




Simon du Toit's main goal
this year is to teach students how
to act. "I want to share the real
joy that I feel in exercising that
craft," he says. Du Toit is replac-
ing Dr. Verne Meyer, who is on
leave this year.
Du Toit was born in England,
starting school at age four. When
his family moved to Canada, he
was placed in a private school
for gifted children. By age sixteen
he was ready to begin college
and entered the University of
Western Ontario in London,
Ontario. But du Toit was two
years younger thanhis classmates
and says he "hated school."
Dropping out of the university at
nineteen, he joined a youth theatre
troupe. "We were fearless in that
company," du Toit remembers.
"We performed a lot of plays in
that year and a half, and I played
roles I had no business playing at
that age."
After acting with the troupe, du
Toit attended the .London
Academy of Music and Dramatic
Art (LAMDA) where he concen-
trated on Shakespearian Studies.
Upon graduating from LAMDA,
du Toit began acting with a com-
munity theatre associated with the
University of Toronto. A casting
director from the Stratford
Shakespearian Festival in Strat-
ford, Ontario, saw him perform
and invited him to become an ap-
prentice. There he played minor
roles in Macbeth, As You Like It,
and Richard II.
Du Toit says he learned a great
deal during his apprenticeship at
Stratford before he moved on to
become a professional actor in
Canada. Acting in commercials,
television shows, and movies as
well as stage productions allowed
him to make a living for a time.
But he soon realized that he
didn't want to act for the rest of
his life. He enrolled at York
University and earned a Master's
of Fine Arts (MFA) in theatre
performance. Teaching part-time
at York and directing a school
touring company got him in-
New faculty
Simon du Toit
terested in directing. He returned
to Stratford, this time as an assis-
tant director for TheMerry Wives
of Windsor.
In 1990 du Toit earned his
bachelor's degree in education
from the University of Toronto
and taught theatre part-time at
Redeemer College in Ancaster
and in a local high school.
Du Toit believes his extensive
experience in acting and directing
gives him "an internalized
understanding" that he can share
with his students. "I hope my joy
in theatre rubs off on the people
I work with," he says.
Brought up an atheist, du Toit
came to Christianity through his
wife, Esther Van Eek.
Du Toit says Dordt offers him
the opportunity to focus on in-
tegrating his Christian faith with
his work. "It's an exciting pro-
cess to see the effect of a Re-
formed worldview on theatre,"
he says. 0
Resident life director brings experience
Tiffany Hoskins
D ordt College welcomes
a new full-time director of resi-
dent life to its staff this year.
After five years ofliving in dorms
himself, Curtis Taylor is helping
shape campus life at Dordt.
Taylor says he first became in-
terested in resident life work
while working in the admissions
office and as a resident assistant
(R.A.) at Calvin College. He grad-
uated from Calvin in 1987 with a
B.A. in psychology and contin-
ued his education at Michigan
State University, where he earned
his master's in college and uni-
versity administration. While at
Michigan State, he also served as
an assistant resident director (R.D.)
until his graduation in 1989.
Taylor and his wife, Sheryl,
moved on for another three years
of dorm life at the University of
Washington. Taylor served full-
time as an R. D. while Sheryl
earned her master's in library
science.
Taylor first learned about the
opening at Dordt through an ad-
vertisement in The Banner. He
says he didn't really consider ap-
plying for the job at first. But
eventually, after praying and talk-
ing with his family, he began to
feel as if he were running away
from the place God wanted him
to go. He applied for the job and
was later offered the position he
now holds.
Sheryl is now working in the
Dordtlibrary, and the couple has
moved out of the dorms into their
first house. "It seems to all be
coming together," says Taylor.
Taylor appreciates working in
an atmosphere affected by Chris-
tian values. "Dordt has the type
of environment I was looking
for." After years of working for
public universities," he says, "I
was getting tired of having to
make decisions based on a value
system that wasn't my own-a
'valueless' system."
While he is only months into
his new job at Dordt, Taylor says
he is impressed by the students
and the commitment of Dordt's
faculty and staff. He says, "The
things Dordt is trying to do match
what I want to do."
Taylor plans to spend time this
year becoming familiar with how
the campus and the college work.
He says his future goals include
enhancing the role of an R.A. to
"make it a role people want to
have . . . not just a police of-
ficer." He would like R.A.s and
Building Assistants to have more
interactionwith and impact on the
students. Taylor also hopes to
create a greater interest in inter-
national activities. He says, "I'd
really like to make the interna-
tional students feel as if they have
a niche on campus. " 0
Curtis Taylor
,'I was getting tired
of having to make




Eckardt comes to Dordt for the third time
Val Ruter
DouglaS Eckardt has served
as a minister,a high school teacher,
a college instructor,andeven, as he
puts it, a "Kelly girl." Most re-
cently he has been the registrar at
Trinity Christian College, and this
semester he began duties as the
registrar at Dordt College.
"Most people think the job of
registrar is very narrow. I think of
it as being very broad," says
Eckardt. Indeed, he has a broad
background on which to rely as
he fills the position.
Eckardt is a former Dordt stu-
dent, having graduated with a de-
gree in history in 1976. He con-
tinued his studies at Westminster
Theological Seminary and was or-
dained as a minister. Eckardt be-
came anassistantpastorat churches
in Amarillo and Abilene, Texas.
But because the churches in Texas
couldn't afford to pay him, he
soon found himself working office
jobs for Kelly Temporary Services.
It wasn't because of lack of
money, however, that Eckardt left
the ministry.
"I had always intended to be a
minister," says Eckardt. But after
his initial pastoring experiences
he realized he was "first and
foremost an educator."
So in 1979 Eckardt returned to
Dordt to obtain his teaching cre-
dentials. While here, he was hired
by the college to teach Greek. With-
in a year, he moved on to teach
grades seven through ten at Cono
Christian School in Walker, Iowa.
At Cono the school principal over-
heard a lecture Eckardt gave on
civil religion, and told him, "You
need to go to grad school."
"Besides, I was too much of a
character myself to clamp down
on the students," he says.
Eckardt took the principal's ad-
vice, and in 1984 he became the
theology teacher at Trinity Chris-
tian College-which indirectly led
to his interest in being a registrar.
"I said to Trinity's registrar at that
time, 'I'm getting buried with the
details of ZOOkids' grades. Can
you help me computerize?'" From
that point on, Eckardt says, he
followed the registrar around be-
cause he was fascinated by the
job. In 1987,upon the death of his
mentor, Eckardt was named
Trinity's registrar.
As registrar of Dordt College,
Eckardt's official duties include
setting course schedules, deter-
mining where classes will meet,
and managing student records.
But he likes the job because to do
it effectively, you need to know a
little bit about a lot of things. "I've
always been sort of a generalist,"
he admits.
Eckardt has several goals as
Dordt's new registrar. He aims to
help the academic offices work well
together, and above all he wants
to be approachable and accessible
to students. "I will not close my
door at any time unless I'm in
private conversation," he says.
I look forward to the future and
want to find new ways to serve the
institution as it carries out its mis-
sion." 0
Douglas Eckardt
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Shakespeare specialist joins
theatre arts faculty
New Horizons comes to successful close
Scholarships
Gerry Ebbers
With thanks to God, on
August 31, 1992, the college of-
ficially ended its New Horizons
Campaign. The campaign raised
$9,221,217 in receipts and
pledges, slightly more than its
goal of $9.1 million.
The New Horizons Campaign
was launched in 1988 as a com-
prehensive campaign. Its most
visible component was for the ex-
pansion of the science building
(now called the Center for Science
and Technology). $1,925,000 was
needed for the science building,
and the overall campaign goal
was set at $8.5 million. However,
in 1990 when the possibility arose
that the college could apply for a
grant from the Kresge Founda-
tion, the campaign goal was in-
creased to $9.1 million. Although
we did not receive that grant, the
new goal remained as a challenge
to Dordt's supporters-a
challenge they met and surpassed.
Two other areas targeted by the
campaign were operational sup-
port for the college and debt
reduction on existing facilities.
Over $3.5 million was raised for
these two items. Another half
million dollars was designated by
donors for special uses and pro-
grams. And a further $22,000
was given for the alumni scholar-
ship fund.
The Dordt Development Foun-
















Biology is the major of
choice for all five of this year's
Distinguished Scholars. Three of
them also list pre-med as their
major. Two of them say they're
interested in several areas and are
not absolutely sure what they'd
like to major in. All have many
interests and have been involved
in a variety of high school ac-





Sandra Bruxvoort, Calvin Chris-
tian High School, Escondido,
California.
Leah Schreurs, Western Christian
High School, Hull, Iowa.
Kristin Vande Griend, Edmonton
Christian High School, Edmon-
ton, Alberta.
Aaron Zylstra, Unity Christian
High School, Orange City, Iowa.
nesses that support the college,
designated its funds for computer
equipment, a total of $260,000.
A final but significant aspect of
the campaign was the money
raised for the endowment fund.
Although most deferred gifts are
not received until years after they
are made, they are crucial for the
future stability of an institution.
Donors committed over $2.8
million. As this money is re-
ceived over the next forty years,
it will go into the college's en-
dowment account, the yearly in-
terest of which supports the
general operation of the college.
This fund plays an important role
in keeping tuition costs down.
The college thanks the many
individuals and companies who
donated to this campaign. Once
again Dordt College has been
able to improve its facilities and
expand its programs for the
greater benefit of its students-
but only because of the faithful
support of its constituents. At this
point (not including the endow-
ment component), over $5.5
million has been received by the
college, leaving less than $1
million in outstanding pledges.
This remaining money will be
received over the next few years
as supporters fulfill their pledge
commitments. Soli den gloria. 0
Consider a planned gift for Dordt
Gerry Ebbers
Planned giving is be-
coming an increasingly impor-
tant source of support for the
college. The gift may be imme-
diate and outright, but usually it
is deferred to a later time, often
after the donor's lifetime. A
planned gift is often the result
of a carefully considered estate
plan.
A planned gift has both im-
mediate and future conse-
quences for the donor and the
charity. The donor can often
benefit from reduced income tax
and estate tax and even increase
his or her income. The charity
benefits from the immediate or
future receipt of cash or
property.
As a donor you have a
number of planned gift options:
Will: A bequest in your will
can specify a certain amount, a
percentage of your estate, or the
remainder of your estate after
providing for loved ones. A be-
quest for Dordt can usually be
done by making a simple
amendment to your present will.
Life Insurance: Changes in
your financial or family cir-
cumstances may have in-
validated the original intent of
your life insurance. Dordt could
be made a beneficiary of an ex-
isting or a new policy, or the
policy itself could be given to
the college.
Life Income Arrangements:
Charitable gift annuities and
charitable remainder trusts can
provide you or others with in-
come for life while at the same
time benefiting the college.
Life Interest in a Residence
or a Farm: You may be think-
ing about leaving your residence
or farm to Dordt after you and
your spouse have died. If you
make this gift while you are still
alive, you could benefit from a
significant federal income tax
charitable deduction. At the
same time, retaining your life
interest allows you and your
spouse to keep living in your
home or on your farm for as
long as you wish.
For more information about a
planned gift, contact the
Development Office at the col-
lege (712-722-6020). We will
be happy to talk or visit with
you at your convenience to sug-
gest possible planned gifts that
will meet your objectives. 0








Kristin Vande Griend, Edmomton








Aimee Bajema, Sioux Center
Jill Bakker, Hull
Michael De Jong, Sioux Center
Christopher Dekkers, Hawarden
Arlen den Hoed, Rock Valley
Robert Faber, Sioux Center
Shawn Foreman, Orange City
Daniel Harmelink, Sioux Center
Michelle Hoekstra, Orange City
Candace Holtrop, Sheldon
Rebecca Huitink, Orange City
Ronald Hulshof, Ireton
Jonathan Kobes, Sioux Center
Adele Koekkoek, Sioux Center
Sarah Larson, Parnell
Jennifer Meinders, Leighton
Marvin Meyers, Orange City
Tamela Pals, Orange City
Travis Rayhons, Garner
Faith Rylaarsdam, Sioux Center
Ryan Schaap, Hull
Luke Schelhaas, Sioux Center
Leah Schreurs, Sioux Center
Janelle Van Voorst, Sioux Center
Kyle Van Zee, Searsboro
Scott Vanden Berg, Ireton
Ryan Vander Plaats, Orange City
Thomas Vander Wilt, Pella
Joy Veenstra, Orange City
Ryan Zonnefeld, Sioux Center
Bradley Zwart, Sioux Center
Aaron Zylstra, Orange City
Teresa Vander Stelt, Kuna
Cory Tiedeman, De Soto




Sherri Van de Hoef, Winnipeg
Scott Addink, Jenison











New Brunswick Elizabeth Vanoord, Fredericton
Nebraska Michelle Kuiper, Gretna







Randal Van Rooyen, Woodstock
Karen Veenstra, S1. Thomas
Peter Visscher, Exeter






Amy Vanden Hoek, Lynden
Mark Zylstra, Everson
Jason Alons, Sheboygan
Jack Du Mez, Oostburg













Bradley Breems ('70) completed
his Ph.D. in sociology at the Univer-
sity of British Columbia. Brad is
presently chair of the department of
sociology at Trinity Christian Col-
lege. His wife Helen (Veltkamp,'71)
teaches private piano, serves as direc-
tor of music at the Pullman eRe of
Chicago, and directs the choir at
Calvin eRe of Oak Lawn, Illinois.
They live in Blue Island, Illinois, with
their chilrdren Kara, 16, Daniel, 14,
and Joel, 12.
Uale Van Donselaar ('70) of Dale
Photographics, Inc. in Pella, Iowa,
has been recognized as a Certified
Professional Photographer by Profes-
sional Photographers of America, Inc.
Chnck and Meg Vilnder Hart ('70)
live in Davenport, Iowa, with their
seven children, Aaron, 18, Megan, 15,
Kaylin, 13, Shayleen, 13,Jonathan, 6,
Benjamin, 4, and Karen. Chuck owns
Hawkeye Movers, Inc. in Davenport.
Richard Kooyenga ('72) has been
accepted into a pipefitters appren-
ticeship at the Chicago Stamping
Plant of Ford Motor Company. His
wife, Kathy (Ponstein,'75) is at home
with their four children, Sara, Ricky,
Daniel, and Ethan. They live in
Thornton, Illinois.
Sally (Kramer,'73) Van Zee was
accepted as a member of the Delta
Kappa Gamma Society, an interna-
tional association of women educa-
tors. Sally formerly taught at the Pella
Christian Grade School in Pella, Iowa,
and now works as a reading specialist
at the Meridian Primary School in
Everson, Washington. Sally and her
husband, Mark, have four children,
Leah, Molly, Maria, and Aaron.
Tim Nikkel ('74) has been ap-
pointed regional sales manager for the
Northeast region of the United States
for Vermeer Manufacturing in Pella,
Iowa.
Lloyd and Vicki (Veenstra)
Vanderkwaak ('78,'78) live in Des
Moines, Iowa. Vicki graduated in
May, 1992, with her M.S.w. from the
University of Nebraska-Omaha.
Lloyd began a new position as presi-
dent of the Convalescent Home for
Children in Des Moines.
Ken Petersen ('79) chairs the
biology department of Monmouth
College in Monmouth, Illinois, and
was recently promoted to associate
professor. Ken's wife, Deb (Butler,
'81), is the financial secretary at Faith
United Presbyterian Church. They have
two children, Hillary, 5, and Zachary, 2.
Jeff and Annette (Pol) Wensley ('79,
'80), live in Fort McMurray, Alberta.
They have four children, Stephen, 6,
Sarah, 3, Robert, I, and Rachel. Jeff
received his MBA from the University
of Calgary in 1989and is now employed
by Suncor Inc. as a performance
analyst. Annette is a homemaker.
Center, Iowa with their children, Brit-
tany, 9, Rae11e, 7, Craig, 3, and Kari.
Brian is a loan officer at American
State Bank, and Cindy has an in-home
craft business.
Len Fakkema ('81) is the new boys
soccer coach at Lynden Christian
High School in Lynden, Washington.
Peter and Kimberly Heersink ('81)
live in Grimsby, Ontario, with their
children, Daniel and Nicole. Peter has
recently become a partner at Smokey
Kettle Maple Company.
Mike Steggerda ('82) is the Sports
Director for KDUB-TV in Dubuque,
Iowa. His wife, Dawn, is KDUB's
co-anchor.
Ida (Kaastra,'82) Mutoigo works
as a field director for CRWRC in
Kampala City, Uganda. Her husband,
James, is a Ugandan lawyer who works
with Lwere Company and Advocates.
Scott and Mary (Buwalda)
Soodsma ('82,'82) moved to Hudson-
ville, Michigan, with their children,
Abbie, Joshua, and Amber. Scott is
the assistant principal at Unity Chris-
tian High School. He teaches
freshman Bible and coaches the boys'
varsity basketball team.
Andy and Gloria (Folkerts)
Werkhoven ('84,'82) live in Monroe,
Washington. Their farm, the Werk-
hoven Dairy, was selected the "Wash-
ington Dairy Family of the Year."
Pete and Judy (Reitsma) Hansma
('83,'83) live in Kitchener, Ontario,
with their three children. Pete has his
own automotive repair shop, and Judy
does the books for his business.
Steve Boersma ('83) lives in Lan-
sing, Michigan, where he is employed
by Ingham Medical Center as an




Bertram Sluys ('83) works with
Covenant Players, a Christian drama
ministry. He is presently living in
Untergruppenbachz, Gennany, and
has performed in nine countries.
Ivan and Lorilynn (Alberda)
Spronk ('85,'83) live in Knightdaie,
North Carolina, with their children,
Derrek, 6, and Kassandra. Ivan is em-
ployed with Square D Company as a
product development engineer.
Lorilynn works as an executive secre-
tary in human resources at Exide
Electronics in Raleigh, North
Carolina.
Scott and Dawn (Nagelkirk,'84)
Zondervan live in Kalamazoo,
Michigan. Scott is an office manager
for a local credit bureau. Dawn has
retired from elementary teaching to
be a full-time mother to their son,
Luke.
Gale Tien ('85) teaches and
coaches at Westminster Christian
Academy in St. Louis, Missouri. His
wife, Cathie (Slenk,'85), teaches
piano lessons and is mother to Mary
Catherine and Alexander.
Nathan Vander Stelt ('86) is attend-
ing Calvin Seminary. His wife, Kristi,
is working on her master's degree in
management and works at CRC
Publications.
Albert Siebring ('86) works for a
dairy farmer in Lynden, Washington.
His wife, Ruth (Jager,'86), is a full-
time mother for their two children,
Breanna, 3, and Leslie, 1.
Grant and Lisa (Anema) Vande
Kamp ('86,'88) live In Sioux Falls,
South Dakota. Grant is a CPA with
a local CPA firm. Lisa stays at home
with their two children, Carrie, 3, and
Matthew.
Jim and Ruth (Tuininga) Vanden
Heuvel ('88,'86) live in Taber,
Alberta. Jim teaches grade five and
Ruth teaches grade three half-time at
Taber Christian School. Their new
address is:
6115 50th St. N
Taber, Alherta TOK-2GO
Jeffrey Dahm ('87) is an associate
in the Dahm general dentistry prac-
tice in Pella, Iowa.
Connie (Weeda,'87) Branderhorst
teaches high school Spanish at On-
tario Christian School. Her husband,
Mark, teaches fifth grade. They live
in Ontario, California, with their
daughter, Caitlin.
Scoll Driesen ('88) gradualed from
the Southern California College of
Optometry. Scott lives in Placentia,
California.
Rick and Lori Faber ('88) live in
Urbana, Illinois. Rick is working on
a Ph.D. in mathematics at the Univer-
sity of Illinois, and Lori works at the
Champaign County Mental Health
Center.
Dan vandeu Bosch ('88) gradualed
from medical school in May, 1992,
and has begun a residency in family
practice in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. His wife,
Sandy (Steenhoek,'88), works as a
comptroller for Kinseth Hotel Corpor-
ation in Coralville, Iowa. They live in
Hiawatha with their daughter, Kristin.
Bruce and Renae (Vande Kamp,
'88) Goslinga live in Ripon, Caiifor-
nia, with their son, Tyler. Renae
teaches 4th grade at Ripon Christian
School. Bruce is employed with
Aspen Landscape in Modesto.
Jerry Boer ('89) is the new boys
head basketball coach at Lynden
Christian High School.
Jonathan Gross ('90) accepted a
position as a research engineer with
the University of Texas Applied
Research Laboratories. He and his
wife, Lisa (KIein,ex'92), live in
Austin, Texas.
Ed and Fran (Ton) Kronemeyer
('91,'92) live in Samia, Ontario. Ed
is in his second year of teaching at
Larnbton Christian High School, and
Fran is student teaching at Sarnia
Christian School.
Steve Vanden Berg ('92) was ac-
cepted to study at the University of
Iowa Law School.
CORRESPONDENCE CLIPPING
We at Dordt College are interested in hearing how you are
doing and what kinds of events are happening in your life.
Please fill out the coupon below and mail to: Alumni
Association, Dordt College, Sioux Center, Iowa 51250-1697.
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Chuck and Meg Vander Hart ('70), Karen Ruth.
Richard and Kathy Jc (ponstein) Kooyenga ('72, '75), Ethan Joshua, 5/30/91.
Dennis and Carolyn (VanEngen,'75) Wilson, Daniel Ryan, 8/27/92.
John and Patti (Venbuizen) Van Groningen ('76, '75), Carron Janelle,
1/18/92.
Alan and Sarah (Stukey,'76) Handwicke, Phoebe Lynn, 3/25/92.
Randy and Margo Palmer ('78), Robert Edwin Stephen, 5/21/92.
Arlyn and Lncinda (Swart) Slagter ('81,ex'79), Elizabetb Joy, 4/21/92.
Rod and Thea (Oosterhouse) Blom (ex'72,'80), Conrad Josepb, 5/21/92.
Jeffrey and Annelle (Pol) Wensley ('79,'80), Rachel Victoria, 9/2/92.
Terry and Vicki (DeBoer,'80) Kastein, T. Nathaniel, 6/25/92.
Kelly and Jayne (De Bruin) Tieu ('80,'81), Connor Michael, 8/10/92.
Dale and Barb (Boer,'81) Landhuis, Marcus John, 6/19/92.
Paul and Deborah (De Jong, '81) Lindemulder, Cameron Richard, 4/21/92.
David and Linda (Statema,'81) Renes, Veronica Jayne, 6/7/92.
Peter and Kimberly Heersink ('81), Nicole Elizabeth, 4/26/92.
Kevin and Vicki Vande Streek ('81), Matthew Norman, 6/17/92.
Brian and Cindy (Koldenhoven) Groeneweg ('81,'81), Kari Ann, 12/31/91.
Jay and Carol (Meeusen,'82) Carpenter, Christopher Aaron, 4/23/92.
Corwin and Pam (Van Zanten) Slagter ('82,'80), Corey James, 5/16/92.
Wayne and Joanne (Vandriel,'82) Marees, Justine Joanna, 3/15/92.
Rod and Kareu (Leep) De Graaf ('82,'83), Jonathan Joel, 5/30/92.
Daryl and Breoda (Duim) De Vries ('82,'83), Timothy Garret, 7/17/92.
Brian and Denise (Moore) Grillers ('83, '89), Shantelle Marie, 1/2/92.
Wilbert and Margareth (Van Helden,'83) Lise, Richard Mark, 5/25/92.
Bruce and Ingrid (Bestebroer,'83) Mulder, Ethan Aaron, 6/2/92.
Daryl and Jody Kragt ('83), Ashley Joy, 1/18/92.
Tom and Carolyn (Verbrugge,'83) Winegar, Anthony Thomas, 6/8/92.
Andy and Gloria (Folkerts) Werkhoven ('84,'82), Leah Rae, 4/5/92.
Gene and Thelma (Wolters) Vanden Berg (ex'84,'82), Kendra Janelle,
7/17/92.
David and Jeanne (Einfeld) Iwema ('82,ex'84), Caitlin Tessa, 6/8/92.
Wendel and Helene (Haringa) Buys ('84,'83), Mary Elisabeth, 6/24/92.
Dan and Jill (Elgersma) Nederhoff ('83,'84), Drew Anthony, 1/11/92.
Doug and Brenda (Van Haarten,ex'83) Vos, Jessica Marie, 6/10/92.
Lyle and Sally (Reistma) Brooms ('83,'84), Adrian Carl, 5/1l/92.
Kyle and Carol (Zylstra) Hudson ('84,'84), Aaron Carl, 4/15/92.
Jim and Diane (Scholten,'84) Van Gorp, Sara Beth, 6/27/92.
Scott and Dawn (Nagelkirk, '84) Zondervan, Luke Edward, 5/24/92.
Leon and Deb (Arkema) Bolkema ('84,ex'85), Kelly Jay, 4/23/92
Fred and Carol (Elgersma) Holwerda ('84,'85), Cassondra Joy, 2/21/92.
Steve and Sharon (De Koning) Fopma ('85,'85), Seth James, 12/23/91.
Tom and Teresa Tenne ('85), Melissa Kay, 4/29/91.
Gale and Catherine (Slenk) Tien ('85,'85), Alexander Richard, 8/30/92.
Doug and Cheryl (Haarsma,'85) Wahl, Marcus Joel, 6/23/92.
Ivan and Lorilynn (Alberda) Spronk ('85,'83), Kassandra Lynn, 4/29/92.
Jim and Bonnie (Sinnema,ex'85) Potts, Lauren Marie, 5/18/92.
David and Marcia (Kros,'85) Sinke, Arie David, 10/30/91.
Then and Linda (Vanden Hoek) Vander Wei ('85,'85), Austin Michael,
4/2/92.
Galen and Sharon (Kroeze,'85) Smidt, Jackson Jon, 5/3/92.
Don and Cindy (Miedema) Vau Den Top ('85,'86), Dale William, 4/17/92.
Albert and Ruth (Jager) Siebriug ('86,'86), Leslie Lynn, 7/31/91.
Brian and Anita (Gietema) Peterson ('86,'86), Brlanna Mae, 6/18/92.
John and Marlene Teeuwsen ('86), Peter Christian, 4/12/92.
Loren and Saudi (Bohlsen) Vau Middendorp ('86,'86), Keeley Grace,
1l/16/9l, adopted 4/2/92.
Doug and Sue (Hofmeyer) Wielard ('86,ex'86), Krista Rae, 3/24/92.
Brian and Laura (Rozenboom,'86) Ten Pass, Tyler Lee, 3/4/92.
Mike and Beth (Aardema,'87) Koop, Ryan Michael, 12/30/91.
Mark and Connie (Weeda,'87) Branderhorst, Caitlin Marie, 5/10/92.
Karl and Shirley (Noteboom) Kaemingk ('87,'87), Sarah Jeanne, 5/10/92.
Kurt and Juliann (Kuipers) Vanden Bosch ('87,'88), Corinne Ann, 9/1/92.
Daie and Julie (Dykema) Van Voorst ('87,'90), Amy Lynn, 7/6/92.
Grant and Lisa (Anema) Vande Kamp ('86,'88), Matthew Ryan, 4/30/92.
Glenn and Krista (Groen) Kooima ('88,'86), Justin Lee, 7/8/92.
Kenton and Melanie (Masters) Witt ('88,'87), Caleb Reed, 10/29/91.
Dan and Sandy (Steenhoek) Vanden Bosch ('88, '88), Kristin Lea, 7/9/92.
Duane and Anne (Veldman) Konynenbelt ('88, '88), Rebecca Grace, 8/28/92.
Martin and Amy (De Jong) Van Beek ('88,'88), Joshua James, 6/13/92.
Bruce and Renae (Vande Kamp,'88) Goslinga, Tyler Jay, 2/25/92.
Man and Carol (Van Norden,'88) Schulte, Heidi Lynn, 12/18/91.
Dean and Darlene (post) Reichert ('89,'87), Stephanie Joy, 7/15/92.
Dean and Lisa (Westerveld,'89) Kuiper, Melissa Ann, 3/11/92.
Randy and Rae (Terpstra,ex'89) Huizenga, Stanton Leigh, 9/10/91.
Sheldnn and Julie (ledema) Schelling ('89,'90), Jordan Reid, 8/22/92.
James and Jenette Ochsner ('91), Elsa Louise, 1/7/92.
October 1992
80s
Reverend G.H. K1einjan ('80) has
accepted a call to the Reformed
Church of Perth in Western Australia.
He presently serves a congregation in
New Zealand. He and his wife, Anita,
have three children, Morris, 4, An-
thony, 3, and John, I.
Terry and Vicki (DeBoer,'80) Kas-
tein live in Grand Rapids, Michigan,
with their son T. Nathaniel. Vicki is
on a one year leave of absence from
her teaching position. Terry works at
the YWCA but recently spent six
weeks undergoing radiation treatment
for cancer. They request prayers that
the cancer may be eradicated.
Ed Starkenburg ('80) joined the
Northwestern College education
department in the Fail of 1992. He
teaches many of the elementary
methods classes, supervises student
teachers, and runs the Curriculum
Library. He lives in Orange City,
Iowa.
Brian and Cindy (Koldenhoven)
Groeneweg ('81,'81) live in Sioux
MARRIAGES
Ida Kaastra ('82) and James
Mutoigo, 4/18/92.
Mike Steggerda ('82) and Dawn
McMurray, 4/20/91.
Nathan Vander Stelt ('86) and
Kristi Wierenga, 10/5/91.
Rae Terpstra ('87) and Randy
Huizenga, 9/16/88.
Alison Broersma ('88) and Kelan
Birnbaum, 5/30/92.
Rick Faber (' 88) and Lori Kun-
drot, 8/16/91.
Rhinda Jansen ('90) and Rusty
Kramer, 4/10/92.
Ed Kronemeyer ('91) and Fran
Ton ('92), 8/1/92.
Alumni Reunion '92
"I will never stop doing
good to them"
"What I see
when I look out
over a reunion
crowd, I can sum
up in a word-
faithfulness. , ,
There's fun for parents and kids alike
at the summer alumni reunions. Mark
August 13 and 14 on your calendar for
next year's reunion.




Planning a reunion is a lot
of work, but once it is underway,
those of us who plan and work on
reunion weekend begin to reap
the rewards. It's great to see a
year's work come together.
A special reward of my posi-
tion is rubbing elbows with alumni.
Dordt College is a special place,
and I think most of us who work
here consider it a privilege. But
those of us who get to stay in
touch with the larger Dordt com-
munity made up of donors,
parents, and alumni, are
especially privileged.
What I see and experience when
I look out over a reunion crowd, or
when I meet with alumni around
the country, I can sum up in a
word-faithfulness.
That's pretty simple and maybe
not terribly profound, but I can't
think of a better way of summing
it up. The whole Bible is about
faithfulness-God's faithfulness
to his creation and to us, his sin-
ful, rebellious creatures. It's all
about his faithful fulfillment of his
promise of redemption. And it's
all about what God requires of us
in return-faithful trust in his
word and obedience to his will.
Jeremiah 32:37-41 sums it up
nicely. Jeremiah looks forward to
Judah's return from exile, but he
sees further: an everlasting
covenant.
The class biographies that we
prepare for the reunion tell stories
of faithfulness, God's faithfulness
to us, his covenant people who
happen to be Dordt alumni. They
are stories of faithfulness that are,
in fact, fulfillment of the pro-
phecy of Jeremiah: "I will never
stop doing good to them .... I
will rejoice in doing them good
and will assuredly plant them in
this land with all my heart and
soul. "
Oh, there are dark stories in
Business alumni:
Plan NOW to come to the special celebration of
the 25th anniversary of the debut of the business ad-
ministration department on Dordt's campus. We will
have a special dinner or luncheon for business grads
during the 1994 Alumni Reunion, with an interesting
program and lots of reminiscing.
One of the features of this special program will be
a slide presentation of the history of the department.
If you have pictures or slides of yourself, or anyone
or anything related to the department during the past
25 years, please send them to:
Alumni Office
Dordt College
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250-1697
here, and out there, too. Strug-
gles and disappointments, disease
and death. Just this summer a
member of the Dordt community
was buried, a young girl who
would have graduated next year.
I recently received a letter from
a classmate, telling of a course of
radiation therapy that her husband
will face in the next months as he
battles cancer. I remember my
shock and sorrow when I heard
of another classmate's sudden
death a couple of years ago. Hard
to reconcile these events with
God's promise-" I will never
stop doing good to them."
Was God faithful to Diane
Bandstra's parents? To Vicki
Kastein and her husband? To Jo
Ellen Poel and her little boys? I
can't speak for them, and I don't
know why bad things happen to
good people. But I can say that
God is faithful. I can say it
because God promised it.
Whether our stories are like
those, or, like mine, include lit-
tle darkness, I think we make a
mistake if we look for proof of his
faithfulness primarily in our
chronicles of blessings. The most
clear, powerful, and eternal
evidence of God's faithfulness is
our own faithfulness. Look again
atJer. 32: (read 38-40). The good
that we experience as a result of
God's faithfulness is tied to, no,
it is the fact that we are enabled
to respond to him. The definition
of our good here in Jeremiah is
our faithfulness to God. God's
faithfulness demands a response,
but it's by his grace, through his
work in us, that we are allowed,
in fact, compelled to respond in
faith and to live in faithfulness.
This book is full of stories that
give evidence of that:
Susan DeVries Couperus-
After graduation Sue worked as
an accounts payable clerk and a
project manager for Saunders
Construction in Denver. In 1986
she "re-met' Sid Couperus and
they were in married in 1987.
Living in Guelph, Ontario, they
now have two children, Shena (4)
and Nathan (2). Sue is busy as a
wife and homemaker, Sid is pre-
sently serving in his fourth year
at New Life CRC. He is active in
Home Missions and is committed
to making the church a mission
outpost in the community.
Marlyce Vander Pol Snyder-
In the fifteen years since Dordt,
Marlyce has held three teaching
positions. She and Dave were mar-
ried in 1979 and lived in New
Jersey while Marlyce taught and
Dave attended graduate school at
Rutgers University. They now
live in Grand Rapids, where Dave
taught at Calvin College for three
years. "We are thoroughly pleased
with our school, Oakdale Chris-
tian, and we enjoy being involved
in Neland Ave. CRC, a church'
deeply committed to ministering
to the needs of the inner city
neighborhood around it. It is in
that neighborhood that we also
live and that rpesents unique
challenges for our family. Dave
and Marlyce are currently co-
owners of a computer software
company. They have four child-
ren: Rachel, 10; Christopher, 8;
Jeffrey, 5; and Patrick, 3.
Jack Oudman-After graduat-
ing, Jack worked as a draftsman
the bus "just got careless," she
said. "I remember looking out
the front of the bus thinking,
'We're not going to make that
curve ." ' She was right.
The driver did miss the curve,
and the bus fell over the embank-
ment' killing fifteen people .and
injuring forty-five others. Valerie
for three years. In 1974 he mar-
ried Ann Datema and together
they purchased a hog farm north-
west of Lacombe, Alberta.
"We're now operating a 240-sow
farrow-to-finish hog operation."
They have three children: Brian,
14; Karen, 12; and Michael, 8.
Jack has been actively involved in
the Christian school and their
church.
David Ahrenholz-David
began teaching at Zeeland Chris-
tian in Michigan. After com-
pleting a master's program
at Michigan State, he accepted
an administrative position at
Mount Vernon Christian in
Washington. After ten years in
Bellflower and a second master's
he and his wife Willie and their
family returned to Bellingham,
Washington, where David helped
begin a new school. "It has been
a rewarding experience. I enjoy
the wonderful Christian people I
work with and marvel at how
God continually provides for all
our needs."
These are not unusual stories.
Thousands of Dordt College
alumni are living faithful lives,
serving God in their work, their
homes, their communities, their
schools, and their churches. To
use a phrase that you may have
seen on Dordt materials, they are
God's hands in God's world. It's
nice to think that Dordt College
may have had something to do
with that. After all, that's the pur-
pose for Dordt's existence. And
Dordt College also must be
faithful to the purpose to which
it's been called.
But it's not Dordt College that
we praise for the faithfulness of
her alumni. It's not even to the
alumni themselves that we give
glory for faithful lives. God only
deserves the glory. That sounds
vaguely familiar doesn't it? SOLI
DEO GLORIA. D
A horrible accident turns
remembers little about the acci-
dent itself, but the time following
stays vividly in her mind. "I'll
never forget the faces of several
Chinese people who helped me,
even though they probably spent
only two minutes of their life with
me," she said. "I could see the
compassion in their eyes. "




arrived in China in the fall of
1990, her first reaction was sur-
prise. "Initially everything is a
shock," she said. "You can't com-
pare Chinese culture and Ameri-
can culture. " Little did she know
how concretely she would see this
difference after a serious bus ac-
cident nearly two years later.
Valerie, who graduated from
Dordt College in 1985, finished
teaching with the English
Language Institute of China
(ELIC) earlier this year. Before
returning to the United States, she
had planned to travel with a
friend along the Old Silk Road.
Boarding a bus on July 16, she in-
tended to meet her friend in the
city of Tongren, a journey that
would take her on a winding
gravel road through mountains.
Valerie was within an hour of
her destination when the driver of
Slides will be made of your pictures to prepare our
slide program; whatever you send will be carefully














































































On the evening of July 28
after finishing work at the Coun-
try Kitchen in Pella, Diane Band-
stra headed home and was in-
volved in a two-vehicle accident.
Both she and two people in the
other vehicle were killed.
I was asked to lead the funeral
service for Diane, and this morn-
ing I'm going to reflect on the
same text I used then.
In Philippians 4 Paul writes:
Rejoice in the Lord always. I will
say it again, Rejoice. Let your
gentleness be evident to all. The
Lord is near. Don't be anxious
about anything, but in everything
by prayer and petition with
thanksgiving, present your re-
quests to God. And the peace of
God which transcends all
understanding will guard your
hearts and minds in Christ Jesus.
Finally brothers, whatever is
true. whatever is noble, whatever
is right, whatever is pure,
whatever is lovely. whatever is
admirable, if anything is excellent
or praiseworthy, think about such
things. And whatever you have
learned or received or heard from
me or seen in me, put it into prac-
tice. And the God of peace will
be with you.
Part of the reason that passage
was significant to the family, is
that it was heavily marked in
Diane's Bible. But there was
another reason. This passage
talks about joy, rejoicing. Diane's
middle name was Joy. In many
ways she was a picture of that.
Diane had a bubbly personality,
a ready smile, she was a picture
of joy.
But in circumstances like these,
we don't feel much like rejoicing.
We hear these words from Paul
and say, he's a world away from
what we experience. But we
shouldn't ta:ke these words of
Paul too lightly. In the first
chapter, he says, "I write these
words in chains." Writing to a
church that was experiencing
struggle and difficulty he says,
"Rejoice in the Lord always. I
say again, Rejoice!"
That's the issue we face as peo-
ple who experience the reality of
death in our lives. So long as God
gives to each one of us life, he
calls us to be living for him, in
a spirit of rejoicing.
Paul must have recognized that
this admonition would not be easy
to digest. He doesn't stop with
"Rejoice in the Lord always."
It's as if he says, you didn't hear
me wrong, I'll say it again,
Rejoice. This spirit of joy isn't a
"be happy" artitude. It isn't
sweet sentimentality, but a call to
live rooted in Jesus Christ. It
points us to who he was. He paid
the price for our sins. Because of
what Jesus Christ has done, he
opens the way to living with him
as his children in a spirit of
rejoicing. Then it makes sense to
be able to say rejoice-and it
makes a tremendous difference.
Paul also points to the coming
again of Jesus Christ and his
renewed kingdom. In that
kingdom there will be no sin or
its awful consequences. The most
awful consequence of sin that we
have to deal with as human beings
is death. We mustn't minimize or
trivialize death.
Sometimes in Christian
communities, we act as if death
isn't all that awful. We talk of
merely ushering someone to a
new and better life. I don't
believe that's the message of the
Bible. Death is awful. To be sure,
there's a glorious future for those
who believe in Jesus Christ, but
we may not trivialize death. It's
dastardly. It isn't what God
wanted in our lives, sin brought
it.
Nevertheless, as Christians we
face the reality of death, not in
utter despair, but in hope, We
know there' s a future where we
will live with the Lord. That
realization can bring peace to our
lives. That peace, that wholeness,
that sense of purpose comforts us
and allows us to live our lives, in
the midst of such circumstances
as these.
But how can that peace come
in the midst of hurt? Paul says
that it comes when we live
prayerfully in the presence of
God. The Lord will never let us
walk alone. He will never forsake
us-even though it sometimes
feels like it. In our pain when we
cry out, "God I'm not sure
you're there, please be there,
hear me and help me," he will.
But peace also comes when we
live with a purpose; when we
:know why we're here, where
we're going, and what we're
doing making choices based on
Christ's rule in our lives. When
we live this way, not only will the
peace of God be with us but also
the God of peace will be with us.
I hope that we continue to grow
in our understanding of what it
means to live with a sense of
purpose. As members of Dordt
College and the Christian
community, we ought to be
encouraging each other in that
process.
Today, as we face the reality
that one of our members who
expected to be here isn't, we are
ca.lled back to living with purpose
and conviction.
I believe this sense of purpose
gave Diane's life direction. I
think she was growing in her
understanding of what that
purpose was. Her quest is
finished, and ours continues by
the grace of God. But it must
continue in the spirit of .. Rejoice
in the Lord always." Let me say
it again, Rejoice. 0
, 'Rejoice in the
Lord always . . . It
isn't sweet sentimen-
tality, but a call to
live rooted in Jesus
Christ.' ,
Diane'sfamily asked
us to express thanks to
Mr. Grotenhuisand the










held lamps given them
by God and sang the
song of Moses the ser-
vant of God and the
song of the Lamb.
comfort in the fact that she could
still feel her legs, although she
didn't :know how long she could
cling to that bit of hope, since she
was moved from bed often and not
with a backboard. She was afraid
she would become paralyzed.
Valerie admitted that learning
she had missed the flight to Bei-
jing was a big letdown. "I was so
depressed at first that I couldn't
even talk," she said. But with the
help of friends who stayed by her
side, Valerie countered her depres-
sion by singing and praying. "I
never knew how much agony can
make the most beautiful praise,"
she said with a smile.
She was eventually transported
to Hong Kong, more than a week
after the accident occurred. There
she could receive advanced care
and be near the ELIC office. In
Hong Kong Valerie learned the
extent of her injuries and received
transfusions to replace the nearly
forty percent blood loss she suf-
fered from internal bleeding. Her
condition improved rapidly, a fact
she attributes to the power of
prayer. "I figure the prayers of be-
lieversmust havekicked in full-force,
because my body healed faster than
it should have," she said. She was
in the Hong Kong hospital for only
a month, and during her stay she
received many phone calls and
over 300 cards from well-wishers.
'~t first I was really angry with
God," said. Valerie. "I wondered
why this had to happen, but then
I decided to use this accident for
his glory. What mattered then
was, 'Why am I alive? Now let's
get out there and find out.'''
"I had a chance to share my
faith with doctors and nurses," she
continued. "Who :knows? Maybe
those people were the reason I
crashed." Although she doesn't
:know God's purpose in the acci-
dent, Valerie does :know that the
event was a learning experience
for her. "I learned that God
answers prayer much more than
we give him credit for. We need
to pray, believing that he will
answer us," she said.
Valerie is now in almost com-
plete health. Her bones have fused,
she is able to walk at a normal gait,
and her doctor has given her per-
mission to return to normal exercise
within a month. She plans to stay
in Iowa with her parents from rural
Hartley until the first of the year,
after which her plans are undecided.
Valerie refuses to dwell on all the
pain she endured and the suffering
she witnessed because of the bus
wreck. Her memories of China are
not of the accident, but of the time
she spent teaching. "To me, my two
years teaching in China are much
more important than the crash," she
said. "I don't want anyone to have
a negative impression of China.
The people are very kind and did
the best they could."
Would Valerie ever go back to
China in spite of all she went
through? "In a heartbeat," she
said with no hesitation, "in a
heartbeat." 0
into an occassion for praise and joy
Miraculously Val Haarsma today is
almost back to nonnal, only a couple of
months after her accident.
Valerie and the other victims
spent four or five hours at the ac-
cident site before being transported
to Tongren by another bus. "It was
a moaning bus of hell," she said.
"I watched people die." At this
point Valerie did not :know how
seriously she was injured; she only
knew the ride to Tongren was very
painful. Much later she would
learn that she had endured the
bumpy bus ride with a broken hip
and a broken pelvis.
The hospitalin Tongren was prim-
itive, according to Valerie, and
medical personnel decided that she
be transported the next day to the
city of Xining. Arriving in Xin-
ing on a Friday evening, she just
missed the weekly commercial
flight to Beijing, where she would
have entered better care facilities.
During the week in Xining,
Valerie learned little about her con-
dition. Her care givers had no pain-
killers to offer her, but the worst
part of her stay was not :knowing




October 23 3:00 p.m. Senior recital, Tom Van Soelen
8:00 p.m. Fall Music Festival
October 27 8:00 p.m. SI. Olaf Orchestra, Sioux County Artist Series
October 30 3:00 p.m. General recital
November 10 7:30 p.m. Sioux County Orchestra concert
November 13 8:00 p.m. Senior recital, Shonda Collison/Erica Winter
November 14 8:00 p.rn. Talisman, Sioux County Artist Series
November 19 8:00 p.m. Senior recital, Brad Miedema
November 22 2:30 p.m. Concert band/Chamber Orchestra concert
December 4 3:00 p.m. General recital
8:00 p.m. Senior recital, Jody Vander Lugt Blauw
December 6 2:30 p.m. Christmas choral concert
December 10 7:30 p.m. General recital
December 12 8:00 p.m. Sioux County Oratorio Chorus concert
Art
October Doreen Kellogg art exhibit (church banners)
November Rich Koele art exhibit (photography)
December Senior art show, Carole Petersen
Theatre
October 24, 30-31 8:00 p.m. Mainstage Play: . 'Temptation"
December 4-5 8:00 One-act plays
Campus Activities
October 24 Parents' Day
October 25 7:00 p.m. Reformation worship service
9:00 p.m. Tony Carnpolo film
October 30 8:00 p.m Travelogue/"Grand Canyon"
Campus visit day
November 8 9:00 p.m. Student readings
November 9 International Day activities
November 20 8:00 p.m. Travelogue/"Ontario and Quebec-Wild and
Wonderful"
Campus visit day
December 4 Campus visit day
"
Sports (Home games)
October 24 Women's volleyball, Dordt Invitational
Tournament
1:00 p.m. Soccer vs. Crown College
October 30 3:00 p.m. Women's volleyball vs. Morningside
October 31 1:00 p.rn. Soccer vs. Wartburg
November 6-7 Soccer NAIA District Tournament
November 4 6:30 p.m. Women's volleyball vs. Teikyo-Westmar
November 7, II, 14 Women's volleyball district tournament game
November 18 7:00 p.m. Women's basketball vs. Huron
November 20 7:00 p.m. Women's basketball vs. Dakota Wesleyan
November 21 2:00 p.m. Women's basketball vs. Sioux Falls College
November 28 2:00 p.m. Women's basketball vs. Grand View
December I 7:00 p.m. Women's basketball vs. Dana
December 2 7:30 p.m. Men's basketball vs. Dakota Wesleyan
December 4 Hockey vs. UNI
December 5 ; Hockey vs. UNI
5:30 p.m. Women's basketball vs. Wartburg
, 7:30 p.m. Men's basketball vs. Wartburg,
December 9 Hockey vs. SDSU
December 10 7:00 p.m. Women's basketball vs. Buena Vista
December 12 7:30 p.m. Men's basketball vs. Central
L .J
The Voice, an outreach of Dordt College,
is sent to you as alumni and friends of
Christian higher education. The Voice is
published in October, December, March,
and May to share information about the
programs, activities, and needs of the col-
lege. Send address corrections and cor-
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Sioux Center, IA 51250-1697.
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